1
00:02:00,689 --> 00:02:03,649
ms Halliwell
2
00:02:31,080 --> 00:02:41,680
members of questions von because chair
recognizes mrs. Lina's mr. speaker and
3
00:02:41,680 --> 00:02:44,950
members
there was some question raised by mr.
4
00:02:44,950 --> 00:02:49,450
Halliwell and he and I have agreed to
work on the amendment and I have agreed
5
00:02:49,450 --> 00:02:55,540
to accept an amendment on third reading
which will be worked out between mr.
6
00:02:55,540 --> 00:02:58,720
Halliwell and Ida that will basically
state that that money will not be used
7
00:02:58,720 --> 00:03:03,910
to supplement existing salaries that's
bigger generally you Mr Hudson do you
8
00:03:03,910 --> 00:03:07,030
miss things
yes I do miss them Oh mr. Hudson
9
00:03:07,030 --> 00:03:10,660
drafting the amendment and we've all
three agreed we won't house to know that
10
00:03:10,660 --> 00:03:16,239
that we're gonna have that amendment
Monday and I'll accept it remember the
11
00:03:16,239 --> 00:03:21,910
question on passage third reading st.
bill 114 record boat regular boat been
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12
00:03:21,910 --> 00:03:26,470
requested record vote granted all those
in favor vote aye they would oppose vote
13
00:03:26,470 --> 00:03:30,150
Knowles clerk ring the bell
14
00:03:30,870 --> 00:03:38,370
she'll miss she'll vote and I show mr.
Carey of od9
15
00:03:38,639 --> 00:03:46,060
so Miss Turner voting aye so mr. Kemp
voting aye so Miss Agnes voted no so
16
00:03:46,060 --> 00:03:49,079
much came botan I
17
00:03:57,950 --> 00:04:06,310
all members voted of all members vote in
18
00:04:07,030 --> 00:04:14,770
there been 94 eyes 1401 praise not vote
in Senate bill 114 passes third reading
19
00:04:18,580 --> 00:04:26,390
chair lay that on second reading and
Senate bill 256 read the bill SB 256
20
00:04:26,390 --> 00:04:29,240
bustopolis
an act relating to probation for a child
21
00:04:29,240 --> 00:04:32,090
care facility that does not comply with
the Department of Human Resources
22
00:04:32,090 --> 00:04:39,530
standards j-rok now Mr Rudd members this
bill is a bill in which mr. mr. Val and
23
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00:04:39,530 --> 00:04:44,780
I have sponsored giving a broader
remedies available to the DHR child care
24
00:04:44,780 --> 00:04:50,530
facilities in which probation would be
offered as a pass at third reading
25
00:04:51,310 --> 00:04:58,790
following amendment were trading
amendment amendment by poke chair
26
00:04:58,790 --> 00:05:03,700
recognize mr. Pope Mr Rudd you were
explaining it I misspoke Amber's a
27
00:05:03,700 --> 00:05:11,660
minute changes one word on the one line
21 from exceed to extend to correct the
28
00:05:11,660 --> 00:05:15,890
language there we it's a member there's
a something acceptable to the authors
29
00:05:15,890 --> 00:05:19,730
there any objection to the adoption of
the amendment chair another member is
30
00:05:19,730 --> 00:05:25,370
adopting question alisone passing it on
the second reading the third reading
31
00:05:25,370 --> 00:05:32,980
Senate bill 256 as amended all those in
favor signify by I thought opposed no
32
00:05:32,980 --> 00:05:39,919
sent a bill 256 passes third reading sir
later on second reading a House bill 46
33
00:05:39,919 --> 00:05:46,460
clerk read the bill HB 46 by Bush
relating to the execution of directive
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34
00:05:46,460 --> 00:05:53,080
under the natural death Act okay right
now mr. bush
35
00:05:55,180 --> 00:06:00,530
mr. speaker members this is a amendment
to the natural death Act which was
36
00:06:00,530 --> 00:06:05,630
passed by the legislature in 1977 and
eliminates a necessity of having an
37
00:06:05,630 --> 00:06:10,740
acknowledgement in addition to to
witness signatures the
38
00:06:10,740 --> 00:06:14,270
committee has an amendment we need to
adopt first forward proceed further
39
00:06:14,270 --> 00:06:18,289
follow an amendment clerk read the
amendment
40
00:06:18,289 --> 00:06:23,580
and then that one by ikan Berg chair
recognizes mr. Bush to explain the
41
00:06:23,580 --> 00:06:30,030
amendment this amendment as the word or
do between m.d to allow the other school
42
00:06:30,030 --> 00:06:34,710
medicine to be recognized in this
process move adoption members are any
43
00:06:34,710 --> 00:06:40,880
objections the adoption of the amendment
chair done the amendment is adopted
44
00:06:43,340 --> 00:06:47,360
unless there's anybody want to ask a
question about the bill I move adoption
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45
00:06:47,360 --> 00:06:51,660
question is on passage third reading
House bill 4 to 6 all those in favor
46
00:06:51,660 --> 00:06:59,449
signify by those opposed no House bill 4
to 6 passion third reading
47
00:07:10,000 --> 00:07:16,420
they're laid out on the second reading
House bill 290 one clerk ready bill HB
48
00:07:16,420 --> 00:07:20,470
291 by Egon Berg relating to the
purchase of handguns from the state by
49
00:07:20,470 --> 00:07:27,670
retiring state peace officers Jay
recognized Michigan Burton remembers
50
00:07:27,670 --> 00:07:33,910
this remembers this is a bill to allow
retiring peace officers that have served
51
00:07:33,910 --> 00:07:38,200
for twenty years of honorable service to
be able to purchase their handguns from
52
00:07:38,200 --> 00:07:43,540
the state and if they also though
there's a portion in if they've been
53
00:07:43,540 --> 00:07:49,720
killed in the line of duty that their
survivors have the right to purchase
54
00:07:49,720 --> 00:08:01,900
this handgun in their memory follow an
amendment quote rady amendment amendment
55
00:08:01,900 --> 00:08:07,230
by English chair recognize mr. English
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56
00:08:07,260 --> 00:08:12,240
speaker and members this amendment
stipulates that the child or sibling a
57
00:08:12,240 --> 00:08:18,220
child or sibling of the deceased officer
must be above the age of 17 this brings
58
00:08:18,220 --> 00:08:20,970
a bill in compliance with other
provisions of the Penal Code
59
00:08:20,970 --> 00:08:25,660
it also waives the requirement that an
officer killed in the line of duty must
60
00:08:25,660 --> 00:08:29,890
have had 20 years of service in order
for his heirs to qualify under this act
61
00:08:29,890 --> 00:08:33,840
I believe it's acceptable to the author
62
00:08:33,900 --> 00:08:38,590
the amendment is acceptable to the
author say any objections the adoption
63
00:08:38,590 --> 00:08:43,750
of the amendment sure here done the
amendment is adopted the follow-on
64
00:08:43,750 --> 00:08:52,540
amendment portrayed the amendment and
then with my English chair recognize mr.
65
00:08:52,540 --> 00:08:56,920
you explain his amendment the speaker
members this allows the weapon to be
66
00:08:56,920 --> 00:09:00,580
recalled and reissued to a retiring
officer and I believe it also is
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67
00:09:00,580 --> 00:09:05,589
acceptable the amendment is acceptable
to the author is there any objection to
68
00:09:05,589 --> 00:09:12,880
the adoption of the amendment chair here
no the amendment is adopted I recognize
69
00:09:12,880 --> 00:09:16,870
a second Berg closed on his field
members I think this has cleans up the
70
00:09:16,870 --> 00:09:20,770
bill and makes it a good bill and I
apologize that I forgot to allow people
71
00:09:20,770 --> 00:09:23,190
to co-sponsor on this bill so I'm going
back after
72
00:09:23,190 --> 00:09:29,070
pass it to allow co-sponsors on the bill
thank you for this miss Lee w yeom si
73
00:09:29,070 --> 00:09:33,930
can burn Gemma Neos mystique Burt are we
gonna let this bill pass without the
74
00:09:33,930 --> 00:09:42,630
Washington amendment to it oh yes thank
you okay the question passes of House
75
00:09:42,630 --> 00:09:49,230
bill 290 1 as amendment all those in
favor signify by note opposed no House
76
00:09:49,230 --> 00:09:55,740
bill 290 one passes third reading Thank
You members here laid out House bill 375
77
00:09:55,740 --> 00:10:02,580
on second reading clerk read the bill HB
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375 my right relating to the authority
78
00:10:02,580 --> 00:10:06,150
of the personal representative of a
listening to institute proceedings to
79
00:10:06,150 --> 00:10:14,370
determine airship J right now to mr.
right members HB 375 amend section 49 a
80
00:10:14,370 --> 00:10:18,240
of the probate code to allow a qualified
personal representative to be an
81
00:10:18,240 --> 00:10:23,970
applicant applicant and an airship
proceeding remembers place on passes
82
00:10:23,970 --> 00:10:30,000
third reading sent a House bill 375 all
those in favor signify by I go to pose
83
00:10:30,000 --> 00:10:35,420
no House bill 375 passes third reading
84
00:10:35,450 --> 00:10:43,830
Fairlady that on the second reading a
House bill 972 clerk read the bill HB
85
00:10:43,830 --> 00:10:48,330
902 by patenella and others relating to
certain deadlines and in Texas Election
86
00:10:48,330 --> 00:10:55,110
Code affecting the status of candidates
okay right now Mitch patenella mr.
87
00:10:55,110 --> 00:10:58,380
speaker members this bill deals with a
serious problem that we have in the
88
00:10:58,380 --> 00:11:03,540
state of Texas that's the ability to for
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persons overseas in our military to be
89
00:11:03,540 --> 00:11:08,400
able to participate in the political
process what this bill does is increased
90
00:11:08,400 --> 00:11:14,370
by 20 days the periods for certifying
filing or meeting other deadlines for
91
00:11:14,370 --> 00:11:19,920
elections this bill is supported by the
County Clerk's Association and I felt
92
00:11:19,920 --> 00:11:24,450
it's a strong step forward to ensuring
that those people that serve this
93
00:11:24,450 --> 00:11:29,670
country overseas those people who are
working for oil companies those people
94
00:11:29,670 --> 00:11:32,079
who
in other parts of the country are able
95
00:11:32,079 --> 00:11:37,540
to participate in the political process
mr. speaker as Fox while purpose would
96
00:11:37,540 --> 00:11:41,319
the gentleman yield yeah
Germany owes miss Fox mr. Pat Rinella
97
00:11:41,319 --> 00:11:46,749
I've been reading the house study group
notes on this bill it does some other
98
00:11:46,749 --> 00:11:52,509
things too doesn't it changes some
deadlines yes that's a relative to the
99
00:11:52,509 --> 00:11:59,230
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election date yes it does between one of
the things that is commented upon in
100
00:11:59,230 --> 00:12:05,949
those notes is that it would then create
a problem as to the timing of state
101
00:12:05,949 --> 00:12:11,589
political party conventions in general
election years that was brought to my
102
00:12:11,589 --> 00:12:17,230
attention late yesterday and today and
I've talked with some other persons I am
103
00:12:17,230 --> 00:12:21,730
amenable to working something out on on
that problem the end of this legislation
104
00:12:21,730 --> 00:12:26,290
is - I'm sorry Mr Speaker I can't hear
mr. white let's get you a little better
105
00:12:26,290 --> 00:12:33,699
automats Pop's remember this take your
seats and let's give the members who are
106
00:12:33,699 --> 00:12:39,220
debating the intention where they can
hear each other go ahead miss Fox then
107
00:12:39,220 --> 00:12:42,850
to answer your question mr. Fox the
intent of this legislation is to ensure
108
00:12:42,850 --> 00:12:46,059
enough time for the county clerks to
prepare the ballots and for
109
00:12:46,059 --> 00:12:50,679
certification purposes it has been
suggested and I don't have any problems
110
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00:12:50,679 --> 00:12:54,879
to allowing the executive committees of
the respective political parties to make
111
00:12:54,879 --> 00:12:59,290
that certification if you're interested
in working out amendment I'd be amenable
112
00:12:59,290 --> 00:13:10,059
of doing so so we could work it out on
third reading yes thank you if there are
113
00:13:10,059 --> 00:13:15,189
no other questions I move adoption
members the question on passage the
114
00:13:15,189 --> 00:13:21,579
third ready in the House bill 970 - all
those in favor signify by those opposed
115
00:13:21,579 --> 00:13:25,649
no
House bill 972 passed a third reading
116
00:13:25,649 --> 00:13:30,999
memory chair would like to recognize
some visitors in the gallery at guests
117
00:13:30,999 --> 00:13:34,420
representative Eddie Denton we have
members of McLennan County retired
118
00:13:34,420 --> 00:13:37,420
teachers association up in the east
gallery good to have all retired
119
00:13:37,420 --> 00:13:46,940
teachers from McLennan County here with
us today
120
00:13:47,880 --> 00:13:55,620
he'll jump first camp
121
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00:15:25,680 --> 00:15:29,820
here lay that on a matter of postponed
business HCR 55 clerk reading the
122
00:15:29,820 --> 00:15:36,990
resolution HCR 55 by Kemp and delay
congratulating the Willow Ridge High
123
00:15:36,990 --> 00:15:43,920
School football team chair recognizes
mr. Kim mr. speaker and members I'd like
124
00:15:43,920 --> 00:15:50,660
to take ask you to pause for just a
second hold on Miss Kim hold you say
125
00:15:50,660 --> 00:15:54,779
remember this gear mr. camp your
attention now I'd like to recognize the
126
00:15:54,779 --> 00:16:01,380
accomplishment of a dedicated group of
young people from my district in in in
127
00:16:01,380 --> 00:16:06,570
their only their third year as a high
school the Willa Ridge high school
128
00:16:06,570 --> 00:16:12,839
Eagles took the 4a state championship
with a 15 at O record that's just in
129
00:16:12,839 --> 00:16:16,770
their third year as a high school this
resolution recognizes that effort
130
00:16:16,770 --> 00:16:22,200
there'ss ended up here in the gallery
and and and I believe these this
131
00:16:22,200 --> 00:16:26,370
dedicated group of young people have
given a new meaning to the term soar
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132
00:16:26,370 --> 00:16:30,170
like Eagles and I'd like me to give them
a hand
133
00:16:43,259 --> 00:16:48,879
Thank You members members you've heard
of motion is there any objection to the
134
00:16:48,879 --> 00:16:54,959
adoption of the resolution chair hearing
on the resolution as unanimously adopted
135
00:16:54,959 --> 00:16:58,660
remembers the speaker desk is clear if
any of you have any announcements please
136
00:16:58,660 --> 00:17:11,649
bring them up front chair recognizes mr.
Hill mr. speaker members I'd move to
137
00:17:11,649 --> 00:17:15,639
suspend all necessary rules in order
that we can set a local calendar for
138
00:17:15,639 --> 00:17:22,209
next Wednesday March the 30th at 9 a.m.
in the morning remember you've heard the
139
00:17:22,209 --> 00:17:27,370
motion is there any objections to set in
a locally sent calendar for 9 a.m. next
140
00:17:27,370 --> 00:17:31,889
wednesday morning chair hear none so
ordered
141
00:17:51,540 --> 00:17:55,460
Rainey announcement efferent members
142
00:18:51,110 --> 00:18:56,149
Yeah right now mr. Willens mr. speaker
and members moved to suspend all
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143
00:18:56,149 --> 00:18:59,570
necessary rules so that committees and
subcommittees can meet while the house
144
00:18:59,570 --> 00:19:05,090
is in session and upon and during the
referral of bills maybe you've heard a
145
00:19:05,090 --> 00:19:10,690
motion is there any objection chair
hearing none so ordered
146
00:19:15,220 --> 00:19:22,309
chair recognize reading clerk for
announcements members of Subcommittee on
147
00:19:22,309 --> 00:19:26,419
House bill 776 of the state of affairs
committee I make today upon adjournment
148
00:19:26,419 --> 00:19:30,740
in the rear Hall behind a chamber
outside the speaker's office to consider
149
00:19:30,740 --> 00:19:39,139
House bill 776 be a formal meeting 7
chameleon House bill 701 of the
150
00:19:39,139 --> 00:19:44,539
agricultural and livestock committee
will meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. in room C
151
00:19:44,539 --> 00:19:49,450
of the Reagan Building to consider a
House bill 701 be a formal meeting
152
00:19:49,450 --> 00:19:54,139
Committee on urban affairs will meet
today upon adjournment in the speaker's
153
00:19:54,139 --> 00:20:01,669
committee room and be a formal meeting 7
committee on House Bill 296 of the state
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154
00:20:01,669 --> 00:20:06,980
affairs committee will meet at 1:00 p.m.
today we're in 150 room 151 that's
155
00:20:06,980 --> 00:20:12,880
representing millsaps office to consider
House bills 296 be a formal meeting
156
00:20:12,880 --> 00:20:16,789
Committee on Appropriations or meeting
15 minutes after a house adjourns today
157
00:20:16,789 --> 00:20:22,720
room 309 of the Capitol to consider
House bill 409 and be a public hearing
158
00:20:22,720 --> 00:20:27,769
committee on higher education will meet
today upon adjournment in the back hall
159
00:20:27,769 --> 00:20:32,510
behind a chamber through center
appropriations markup be a formal
160
00:20:32,510 --> 00:20:37,549
meeting separate committee on House bill
596 of the business and commerce
161
00:20:37,549 --> 00:20:41,899
committee I meet today upon adjournment
in the back hall at the rear of the
162
00:20:41,899 --> 00:20:48,260
chamber to consider the House bill 596
be a formal meeting Subcommittee on
163
00:20:48,260 --> 00:20:52,399
House bill 380 of the business and
commerce committee will meet today upon
164
00:20:52,399 --> 00:20:56,539
adjournment in the back hall behind the
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chamber do consider House bill 388 be a
165
00:20:56,539 --> 00:20:58,990
formal meeting
166
00:21:15,950 --> 00:21:23,270
mr. speaker as that goes why purpose for
motion mr. speaker one moment miss jack
167
00:21:23,270 --> 00:21:26,710
will now recognize you for that motion
168
00:21:40,800 --> 00:21:45,360
Daniel the Subcommittee on House bill 69
and Labor and Employment Relations
169
00:21:45,360 --> 00:21:48,780
Committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the speaker's committee
170
00:21:48,780 --> 00:21:53,790
room to consider House bill 69 and be a
formal meeting Subcommittee on Senate
171
00:21:53,790 --> 00:21:57,380
bill 80 of the Urban Affairs Committee
172
00:22:00,020 --> 00:22:04,500
continue on temporary there will
may we can evacuate the building mobile
173
00:22:04,500 --> 00:22:15,300
waiting continue on reading 37 committee
on Senate bill 80 and the Urban Affairs
174
00:22:15,300 --> 00:22:18,660
Committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the rear Hall behind the
175
00:22:18,660 --> 00:22:27,510
chamber to consider Senate bill 80 be a
formal meeting seven committee on House
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176
00:22:27,510 --> 00:22:31,680
Bill 453 in Senate bill 228 of the
Transportation Committee meeting today
177
00:22:31,680 --> 00:22:34,470
upon adjournment in the speaker's
committee room to consider House bill
178
00:22:34,470 --> 00:22:41,310
453 in Senate bill 228 the Subcommittee
on House bill 872 of the Transportation
179
00:22:41,310 --> 00:22:44,730
Committee will meet today upon
adjournment in speaker's committee room
180
00:22:44,730 --> 00:22:56,640
to consider House bill 872 be a formal
meeting Thermal Subcommittee on House
181
00:22:56,640 --> 00:23:00,330
Bill 172 is the financial institutions
committee will meet today upon
182
00:23:00,330 --> 00:23:04,950
adjournment at the reception desk
outside the chamber be a formal meeting
183
00:23:04,950 --> 00:23:09,900
it be to consider House bill 170 to be a
formal meeting 7 Committee on house bill
184
00:23:09,900 --> 00:23:15,540
548 856 801 and 628 as a financial
institutions committee will meet today
185
00:23:15,540 --> 00:23:18,660
upon adjournment again in the reception
desk right outside the chamber
186
00:23:18,660 --> 00:23:25,220
do consider House bill 548 1856 I don't
one in 628 be a formal meeting
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187
00:23:25,220 --> 00:23:28,650
Subcommittee on farm and ranch financing
of the agriculture and livestock
188
00:23:28,650 --> 00:23:31,740
committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the rear hall behind the
189
00:23:31,740 --> 00:23:40,350
chamber to consider har 24 and HB 369
and be a formal meeting that goes mm-hmm
190
00:23:40,350 --> 00:23:47,190
recognize you mr. chairman members once
a once a minute act let's get better
191
00:23:47,190 --> 00:23:51,169
attention
remember we're almost through here much
192
00:23:51,169 --> 00:23:57,080
that goes mr. speaker members today we
passed a resolution congratulating one
193
00:23:57,080 --> 00:24:00,919
of our colleagues Mike to me on his
birthday actually his birthday is on
194
00:24:00,919 --> 00:24:05,480
Friday tomorrow and I would like to move
that the house in honor of Mike Timmy's
195
00:24:05,480 --> 00:24:12,559
birthday not meet on Friday and adjourn
until Monday at 2 o'clock bend in the
196
00:24:12,559 --> 00:24:19,220
reading and referral of bills 1 1 sang
of Miss a go I also would like to
197
00:24:19,220 --> 00:24:22,429
announce the members that we have some
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birthday cake down in 150 be next door
198
00:24:22,429 --> 00:24:25,760
to the post office if anybody like to
come share some cake with us with Mike
199
00:24:25,760 --> 00:24:34,970
Timmy members pending reading and Furla
bill and mr. Ackroyd move the house
200
00:24:34,970 --> 00:24:39,559
stand adjourned at 2:00 p.m. Monday
afternoon is there an objection chair
201
00:24:39,559 --> 00:24:44,289
here none the house managers at 2:00
p.m. Monday afternoon
202
00:24:54,620 --> 00:24:57,620
okay
203
00:26:15,570 --> 00:26:18,290
already
204
00:26:42,970 --> 00:26:53,859
I am more pleased to be here SB to 75 by
mcFarland an act relating to the
205
00:26:53,859 --> 00:26:56,859
authority of certain domestic insurance
companies to reinsure
206
00:26:56,859 --> 00:27:00,429
risk involving aircraft and defined
space equipment refer the Committee on
207
00:27:00,429 --> 00:27:12,849
insurance HB 1701 by Hammond relating to
the use of external professional
208
00:27:12,849 --> 00:27:16,299
investment managers investing certain
state funds refer to the Committee on
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209
00:27:16,299 --> 00:27:23,830
state affairs HB 1702 by Hammond
relating to the composition and meeting
210
00:27:23,830 --> 00:27:27,909
of the Board of Trustees of the Teachers
Retirement System of Texas refer to the
211
00:27:27,909 --> 00:27:35,259
Committee on retirement and aging HB
1703 by Hammond relating to school
212
00:27:35,259 --> 00:27:38,619
districts local share the foundation
school program refer to the Committee on
213
00:27:38,619 --> 00:27:47,349
public educate public education HB 1704
by Martinez of Harris related to the
214
00:27:47,349 --> 00:27:50,229
levying collection of University Center
fee at the University of Houston
215
00:27:50,229 --> 00:27:54,179
downtown college refer to the Committee
on higher education
216
00:27:54,179 --> 00:27:59,830
HB 1705 by Hall of Tarrant relating to
the testimony in certain civil and
217
00:27:59,830 --> 00:28:03,070
criminal proceedings have children who
are victims of sexual abuse or other
218
00:28:03,070 --> 00:28:09,789
offenses referred the Committee on
criminal jurisprudence HB 1706 by Hall
219
00:28:09,789 --> 00:28:14,499
of Tarrant relating to rehabilitation
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services for crippled children refer to
220
00:28:14,499 --> 00:28:22,029
the Committee on Public Health HB 1707
by Robinson and armbrister relating to
221
00:28:22,029 --> 00:28:25,629
the terms of court in the 24th Judicial
District refer to the Committee on
222
00:28:25,629 --> 00:28:34,479
judicial affairs HB 1708 by armbrister
relating to the carrying of nightsticks
223
00:28:34,479 --> 00:28:37,960
by certain campus security personnel
refer to the Committee on law
224
00:28:37,960 --> 00:28:45,940
enforcement HB 1709 by armbrister
relating to submission of evidence of
225
00:28:45,940 --> 00:28:49,509
financial responsibility on registration
of a motor vehicle and maintenance of
226
00:28:49,509 --> 00:28:54,929
evidence of financial responsibility
refer to the Committee on insurance
227
00:28:55,220 --> 00:29:01,980
HB 1710 by Patrick authorizing certain
investments of Texas insurance companies
228
00:29:01,980 --> 00:29:10,410
refer to the Committee on the insurance
HB 1711 by green relating to uninsured
229
00:29:10,410 --> 00:29:18,660
and underinsured motorist coverage refer
to the Committee on insurance HB 1712 by
230
00:29:18,660 --> 00:29:23,220
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woolens relating to the reporting of
certain traffic accidents refer to the
231
00:29:23,220 --> 00:29:32,070
Committee on transportation HB 1713 by
Leonard and others relating to waiver
232
00:29:32,070 --> 00:29:36,270
defects and indictments and informations
and descriptions and definitions therein
233
00:29:36,270 --> 00:29:45,630
refer to the Committee on criminal
jurisprudence HB 1714 by weeding and
234
00:29:45,630 --> 00:29:50,240
others relating to the property tax
exemption of charitable organizations
235
00:29:50,240 --> 00:29:59,340
refer to the Committee on ways and means
HB 1715 by madla relating to the deposit
236
00:29:59,340 --> 00:30:02,100
in the Treasury and expenditure of
certain revenue in the State Board of
237
00:30:02,100 --> 00:30:10,260
Pharmacy refer to the Committee on
Public Health HB 1716 by madla relating
238
00:30:10,260 --> 00:30:14,039
to the provision of services to
alcoholics at the community level refer
239
00:30:14,039 --> 00:30:22,350
to the Committee on Public Health HB
1717 by madla relating to the practice
240
00:30:22,350 --> 00:30:28,980
of dentistry and dental hygiene refer to
the Committee on Public Health HB 17 18
241
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00:30:28,980 --> 00:30:33,360
by madla relating to a report of a
professional nurse who is suspected of
242
00:30:33,360 --> 00:30:38,490
being impaired by chemical dependency or
mental or physical illness refer to the
243
00:30:38,490 --> 00:30:46,710
Committee on Public Health HB 1719 by
madla relay relating to solid waste
244
00:30:46,710 --> 00:30:54,950
management referred to the Committee on
Natural Resources HB 1720 by Hernandez
245
00:30:54,950 --> 00:30:59,059
relating to providing compensation for
prisoners engaged and work while
246
00:30:59,059 --> 00:31:03,090
incarcerated in the Texas Department of
Corrections refer to the Committee on
247
00:31:03,090 --> 00:31:05,330
law enforcement
248
00:31:06,530 --> 00:31:12,500
HB 1721 by Hernandez relating to credit
earned by a prisoner toward reduction a
249
00:31:12,500 --> 00:31:15,080
sentence
referred to the Committee on law
250
00:31:15,080 --> 00:31:23,540
enforcement HB 1720 to my Messer and
others relating to the duties functions
251
00:31:23,540 --> 00:31:27,200
and operations of the Legislative
Council refer to the Committee on state
252
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00:31:27,200 --> 00:31:34,580
affairs HB 17 23 by Chris amending the
subject matter that takes the
253
00:31:34,580 --> 00:31:38,270
unemployment compensation act refer to
the Committee on labor and employment
254
00:31:38,270 --> 00:31:46,460
relations HB 17 24 by Palumbo relating
to incentive pay for certain Peace
255
00:31:46,460 --> 00:31:56,300
Officers refer to the Committee on law
enforcement HB 1725 palumbo relating to
256
00:31:56,300 --> 00:31:59,080
the administration of Children's
Protective Services in Harris County
257
00:31:59,080 --> 00:32:03,310
refer to the Committee on Human Services
258
00:32:03,550 --> 00:32:11,030
HB 17 26 by Danberg relating to rights
of the elderly refer to the Committee on
259
00:32:11,030 --> 00:32:17,810
retirement and aging
HB 17 27 by Danberg relating to
260
00:32:17,810 --> 00:32:21,290
transportation of hazardous waste
referred the Committee on Natural
261
00:32:21,290 --> 00:32:23,320
Resources
262
00:32:40,410 --> 00:32:47,250
HB 1728 by Danberg relating to
protective orders under title for Family
263
00:32:47,250 --> 00:32:51,200
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Code refer to the Committee on judiciary
264
00:32:51,680 --> 00:33:10,230
HB 1729 Maidan Berg HB 1729 by Danberg
relating to the consent or lack of
265
00:33:10,230 --> 00:33:14,370
consent of a victim of an offensive rape
or sexual abuse refer to the Committee
266
00:33:14,370 --> 00:33:25,230
on criminal jurisprudence HB 1730 by
Danberg relating to revision of the
267
00:33:25,230 --> 00:33:29,130
criminal laws relating to the offenses
of rape aggravated rape rape of a child
268
00:33:29,130 --> 00:33:33,630
sexual abuse aggravated sexual abuse and
others refer to the Committee on
269
00:33:33,630 --> 00:33:42,150
criminal jurisprudence HB 1731 by
Danberg relating to the establishment of
270
00:33:42,150 --> 00:33:46,020
a Texas trail system
refer the Committee on Environmental
271
00:33:46,020 --> 00:33:48,230
Affairs
272
00:33:59,500 --> 00:34:04,870
HB 1732 by Palumbo relating to the
establishment of a temporary emergency
273
00:34:04,870 --> 00:34:09,480
relief program in certain communities
refer to the Committee on Human Services
274
00:34:09,480 --> 00:34:16,629
HB 1733 by Palumbo relating to the
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office of County Fire Marshal and the
275
00:34:16,629 --> 00:34:26,500
duties of that office refer to the
Committee on county affairs HB 1734 by
276
00:34:26,500 --> 00:34:31,480
vias relating to the authority of a
winery permit e to manufacture wine for
277
00:34:31,480 --> 00:34:39,300
home consumption refer to the Committee
on liquor regulation HB 1735 by English
278
00:34:39,300 --> 00:34:44,500
relating to sales and use tax exemption
exemptions refer to the Committee on
279
00:34:44,500 --> 00:34:46,919
ways and means
280
00:34:58,070 --> 00:35:00,910
ways and means
281
00:35:04,500 --> 00:35:09,690
HP 1736 by English relating to the
application of the sales and use tax to
282
00:35:09,690 --> 00:35:16,460
fertiliser refer to the Committee on
ways and means HB 1737 by English
283
00:35:16,460 --> 00:35:20,490
relating to the application of the sales
and use tax to aircraft so to a foreign
284
00:35:20,490 --> 00:35:27,200
government refer to the Committee on
ways and means HB 1738 by Keller
285
00:35:27,200 --> 00:35:31,080
relating to benefits from the employers
retirement system refer to the Committee
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286
00:35:31,080 --> 00:35:38,730
on retirement and aging HB 1739 by
Keller relating to letters of credit and
287
00:35:38,730 --> 00:35:42,300
certificates of deposit our savings
furnished to secure payment of the gross
288
00:35:42,300 --> 00:35:47,670
receipts tax on mixed beverages refer to
the Committee on liquor regulation HB
289
00:35:47,670 --> 00:35:53,070
1740 my Keller relating to ownership
requirements for pharmacies refer to the
290
00:35:53,070 --> 00:35:59,760
Committee on Public Health HB 1741 by
Keller relating to advertising
291
00:35:59,760 --> 00:36:02,550
regulations under the Private
Investigators and private security
292
00:36:02,550 --> 00:36:11,570
agencies Act refer to the Committee on
law enforcement HB 1742 by Russell
293
00:36:11,570 --> 00:36:15,960
relating to peace officers commissioned
by certain water districts refer to the
294
00:36:15,960 --> 00:36:23,369
Committee on law enforcement HB 1743 by
Russell relating to the depository for
295
00:36:23,369 --> 00:36:29,900
the Titus County Hospital District refer
to the Committee on county affairs HB
296
00:36:29,900 --> 00:36:34,650
1744 by Russell relating to the
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authorisation of certain lotteries and
297
00:36:34,650 --> 00:36:41,700
other games of chance refer the
Committee on state affairs HB 1745 by
298
00:36:41,700 --> 00:36:45,810
Russell relating to mandatory joint
elections how about political
299
00:36:45,810 --> 00:36:53,609
subdivisions referred to Committee on
elections HB 1746 by Sleater relating to
300
00:36:53,609 --> 00:36:57,450
calculation of the effective tax rate of
a taxing unit refer to the Committee on
301
00:36:57,450 --> 00:37:04,800
ways and means HB 1747 by Sleater
relating to the budget for an appraisal
302
00:37:04,800 --> 00:37:12,660
district refer to the Committee on ways
and means HB 1748 vice-leader relating
303
00:37:12,660 --> 00:37:17,670
to the clarification of taxable access
rules regarding the allocation of this
304
00:37:17,670 --> 00:37:20,640
day
the total market refer to the Committee
305
00:37:20,640 --> 00:37:28,560
on ways and means HB 1749 by Tejeda and
others relating to conflicts of interest
306
00:37:28,560 --> 00:37:35,220
of local public officials refer to the
Committee on state affairs HB 1750 by
307
00:37:35,220 --> 00:37:40,140
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Gandy relating to the minimum salary for
a fireman policeman or an member of a
308
00:37:40,140 --> 00:37:46,500
sheriff's department refer to the
Committee on urban affairs HB 1751 by
309
00:37:46,500 --> 00:37:51,810
Ruud relating to owners authorized to
apply for pulling of mineral interests
310
00:37:51,810 --> 00:37:59,220
refer to the Committee on Energy HB 1752
by Hill of Dallas relating to the civil
311
00:37:59,220 --> 00:38:05,220
jurisdiction of district courts refer to
the Committee on judicial affairs HB
312
00:38:05,220 --> 00:38:11,010
1753 by Hill of Dallas relating to
administration and medications to
313
00:38:11,010 --> 00:38:16,220
convalescent homes refer to the
Committee on retirement and aging HB
314
00:38:16,220 --> 00:38:21,390
1754 by Carey related to the authority
of a governmental entity to negotiate a
315
00:38:21,390 --> 00:38:27,510
contract for insurance coverage refer
the Committee on the insurance HB 1755
316
00:38:27,510 --> 00:38:32,760
by the Harrison relating to minimum
means and methods and retention limits
317
00:38:32,760 --> 00:38:39,300
in salt waters of the state refer to the
Committee on Environmental Affairs HB
318
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00:38:39,300 --> 00:38:44,880
1756 by Shea relating to insurance
claims fraud refer to the Committee on
319
00:38:44,880 --> 00:38:52,140
insurance HB 1757 by Shea relating to
motor vehicle insurance and motor
320
00:38:52,140 --> 00:38:58,140
vehicle theft reporting refer to the
Committee on insurance HB 1758 by
321
00:38:58,140 --> 00:39:03,180
McKenna relating to the admissibility in
a criminal proceeding of an oral or sign
322
00:39:03,180 --> 00:39:06,420
language statement made by the accused
refer to the Committee on criminal
323
00:39:06,420 --> 00:39:13,200
jurisprudence HB 1759 by Makenna
relating to the prosecution sentencing
324
00:39:13,200 --> 00:39:17,340
and custody of children to the transfer
of custody and of certain adults refer
325
00:39:17,340 --> 00:39:24,900
to the Committee on judiciary HB 1760 by
McKenna relating to evidence admissible
326
00:39:24,900 --> 00:39:30,210
and a punishment hearing refer to the
Committee on criminal jurisprudence HB
327
00:39:30,210 --> 00:39:34,740
1761 by McKenna
relating to delinquent children and
328
00:39:34,740 --> 00:39:42,300
children in need of supervision refer
the Committee on judiciary HB 1762 by
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329
00:39:42,300 --> 00:39:46,320
Makenna relating to delinquent children
and children in need of supervision to
330
00:39:46,320 --> 00:39:50,250
practice the practice and procedure in
juvenile court refer to the Committee on
331
00:39:50,250 --> 00:39:58,590
judiciary HB 1763 by Sleater relating to
the method by which the Comptroller
332
00:39:58,590 --> 00:40:06,000
determines a tax liability refer to the
Committee on ways and means HB 1764 by
333
00:40:06,000 --> 00:40:11,010
Sleater relating to regulation of motor
carriers of certain commodities refer to
334
00:40:11,010 --> 00:40:18,359
the Committee on transportation HB 1765
by Sleater related to the definition of
335
00:40:18,359 --> 00:40:22,590
newspapers in chapter 151 at the TEC of
the tax code refer to the Committee on
336
00:40:22,590 --> 00:40:29,790
ways and means HB 1766 by Shaw relating
to the protection by easement of certain
337
00:40:29,790 --> 00:40:37,560
real property refer to the Committee on
cultural and historical resources HB
338
00:40:37,560 --> 00:40:43,800
1767 mahalo vera and others relating to
contractors bonds and subcontractors
339
00:40:43,800 --> 00:40:48,240
liens for certain public contracts refer
to the Committee on business and
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340
00:40:48,240 --> 00:40:55,560
commerce HB 1768 by Oliveira and others
relating to assistance of small
341
00:40:55,560 --> 00:41:02,690
businesses refer to the Committee on
business and commerce HB 1769 by Eccles
342
00:41:02,690 --> 00:41:06,260
relating to imposition of a fee by the
Texas Department of Water Resources
343
00:41:06,260 --> 00:41:14,310
referred the Committee on Natural
Resources HB 1770 by Willis relating to
344
00:41:14,310 --> 00:41:17,510
membership in and benefits from the
Employees Retirement System of Texas
345
00:41:17,510 --> 00:41:25,140
refer to the Committee on retirement and
aging HB 1771 by Harrison relating to
346
00:41:25,140 --> 00:41:29,960
the use of live animals as a lure or
quarry in a dog race when a dog coercing
347
00:41:29,960 --> 00:41:35,160
heard the Committee on criminal
jurisprudence the Committee on local and
348
00:41:35,160 --> 00:41:43,560
consent calendars will meet today at
eleven in G room G 14 to be a formal
349
00:41:43,560 --> 00:41:45,830
meeting
350
00:41:47,320 --> 00:41:54,470
HB 1772 by Barton of haze relating to
the exemption of elected law enforcement
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351
00:41:54,470 --> 00:41:57,619
officers from certification requirements
referred the Committee on law
352
00:41:57,619 --> 00:42:04,730
enforcement HB 1773
by Hackney relating to water and sewer
353
00:42:04,730 --> 00:42:08,960
utility service affecting certain major
urban areas refer to the Committee on
354
00:42:08,960 --> 00:42:16,130
urban affairs HB 1774 by Hackney
relating to the use of television type
355
00:42:16,130 --> 00:42:21,400
receiving equipment in motor vehicles
refer to the Committee on transportation
356
00:42:21,400 --> 00:42:28,100
HB 1775 by Hana relating to payment of
certain oil and gas proceeds refer to
357
00:42:28,100 --> 00:42:37,100
the Committee on energy HB 1776 by
character and others relating to relief
358
00:42:37,100 --> 00:42:44,330
from school taxes on homesteads refer to
the Committee on ways and means HB 1777
359
00:42:44,330 --> 00:42:50,270
by woolens relating to the formation and
administration of amis municipal II
360
00:42:50,270 --> 00:42:58,430
created reinvestment zones refer to the
Committee on urban affairs HB 1778 by
361
00:42:58,430 --> 00:43:03,020
Luna relating to feeds for a motor
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vehicle dealers refer to the Committee
362
00:43:03,020 --> 00:43:11,720
on transportation HB 1779 by Luna
relating to the correction of the used
363
00:43:11,720 --> 00:43:18,680
motor vehicle commissioned refer to the
Committee on state affairs HB 1780 by
364
00:43:18,680 --> 00:43:24,320
Presnell relating to the establishment
of a nonprofit corporation refer to the
365
00:43:24,320 --> 00:43:32,300
Committee on state affairs HB 1781 by
Echols and Connally relating to
366
00:43:32,300 --> 00:43:35,600
authorizing the Commissioner's Court of
Harris County to make changes in Harris
367
00:43:35,600 --> 00:43:43,780
County Road law refer to the Committee
on county affairs HB 1782 by Eccles
368
00:43:43,780 --> 00:43:47,930
relating to the regulation of the motor
vehicle repair business and the creation
369
00:43:47,930 --> 00:43:52,250
satisfaction and enforcement of a
possessory lean on a repaired motor
370
00:43:52,250 --> 00:43:56,560
vehicles referred the Committee on
business and commerce
371
00:43:56,560 --> 00:44:02,410
HP 1793 by Hudson of Dallas relating to
compensation for work-related injuries
372
00:44:02,410 --> 00:44:05,860
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incurred by an employee whose employer
does not carry workers compensation
373
00:44:05,860 --> 00:44:15,700
insurance refer to the Committee on
business and commerce HB 1784 by Stannis
374
00:44:15,700 --> 00:44:19,720
Wallace related to assessment of a state
water withdrawal fee and the
375
00:44:19,720 --> 00:44:23,500
establishment of the water resource
enforcement and conversation fund refer
376
00:44:23,500 --> 00:44:30,810
to the Committee on Natural Resources HB
1785 by Lee of Cameron and others
377
00:44:30,810 --> 00:44:35,560
relating to changing the name of the
Harlingen state chest hospital to the
378
00:44:35,560 --> 00:44:42,160
South Texas hospital refer to the
Committee on Public Health HB 1786 by
379
00:44:42,160 --> 00:44:46,480
Lee of Cameron and others relating to
appeals of the acts rulings and
380
00:44:46,480 --> 00:44:49,780
decisions of the Texas coast at
catastrophe property insurance
381
00:44:49,780 --> 00:44:56,530
Association refer the Committee on
insurance HB 1787 by Connelly relating
382
00:44:56,530 --> 00:44:59,650
to the discharge of rifles and handguns
on public waters and estate owned
383
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00:44:59,650 --> 00:45:01,600
riverbeds
we refer to the Committee on
384
00:45:01,600 --> 00:45:10,000
Environmental Affairs HB 1788 by Bush
relating to a temporary rid readjustment
385
00:45:10,000 --> 00:45:13,750
allowance that may be granted on divorce
or annulment refer to the Committee on
386
00:45:13,750 --> 00:45:23,320
judiciary HB 1799 by Smith for Travis
and others relating to the powers and
387
00:45:23,320 --> 00:45:29,560
duties of a corporation refer to the
Committee on business and commerce HB
388
00:45:29,560 --> 00:45:33,460
1790 by Bush relating to charges for the
return of certain checks
389
00:45:33,460 --> 00:45:39,070
following their dishonor refer to the
Committee on business and commerce HB
390
00:45:39,070 --> 00:45:44,230
1791 by Bush relating to allowing
certain facilities to operate under
391
00:45:44,230 --> 00:45:48,040
different standards and the requirements
of that of the certificate of needs
392
00:45:48,040 --> 00:45:55,900
program refer to the Committee on Public
Health HB 1792 by Patterson relating to
393
00:45:55,900 --> 00:45:59,440
the administration of public employees
benefit programs refer to the Committee
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394
00:45:59,440 --> 00:46:09,940
on insurance HB 1793 by Burnett relating
to the salaries of sheriff's refer to
395
00:46:09,940 --> 00:46:15,520
the Committee on county affairs
HB 1794 by Denton relating to the
396
00:46:15,520 --> 00:46:19,150
exemption of volunteer fire department
vehicles from compulsory liability
397
00:46:19,150 --> 00:46:25,540
insurance requirements refer the
Committee on the insurance HB 1795 by
398
00:46:25,540 --> 00:46:28,990
Leonhard relating to membership on the
governing committee of the Texas workers
399
00:46:28,990 --> 00:46:35,070
compensation assigned to risk pool refer
to the Committee on insurance
400
00:46:35,490 --> 00:46:41,410
HB 1796
I Moreno of El Paso relating to
401
00:46:41,410 --> 00:46:44,920
collective bargaining for firemen and
policemen refer the Committee on urban
402
00:46:44,920 --> 00:46:52,480
affairs HB 1797 by English relating to
sales and use tax exemptions refer the
403
00:46:52,480 --> 00:47:02,170
Committee on ways and means HB 1798 my
Wallace relating to the creation of the
404
00:47:02,170 --> 00:47:05,470
offense of and punishment for using or
exhibiting a deadly weapon
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405
00:47:05,470 --> 00:47:08,410
during the commission of a felony
offense refer to the Committee on
406
00:47:08,410 --> 00:47:13,990
criminal jurisprudence
HP 1799 by Wallace relating to the use
407
00:47:13,990 --> 00:47:20,800
allocation and distribution of revenue
from the state hotel occupancy tax refer
408
00:47:20,800 --> 00:47:29,610
to the Committee on cultural and
historical resources HB 1800 by Wallace
409
00:47:29,610 --> 00:47:35,350
relating to restricting and processing
storing and disposing it of class 1
410
00:47:35,350 --> 00:47:37,470
industrial solid waste and hazardous
waste
411
00:47:37,470 --> 00:47:44,730
referred the Committee on Natural
Resources HB 1801 by Wallace and others
412
00:47:44,730 --> 00:47:48,490
related to the sales and use tax
exemption of certain nonprofit and
413
00:47:48,490 --> 00:47:52,300
Convention and tourist promotional
agencies qualifying for exemption from
414
00:47:52,300 --> 00:47:56,080
federal income taxation refer to the
Committee on culture and historical
415
00:47:56,080 --> 00:48:03,790
resources HB 1802 by Wallace related to
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the Bank of Texas refer to the Committee
416
00:48:03,790 --> 00:48:10,510
on financial institutions HB 1803 by
Wallace relating to the residency
417
00:48:10,510 --> 00:48:14,260
requirement for appointment to offices
in certain cities refer to the Committee
418
00:48:14,260 --> 00:48:20,350
on Urban Affairs
HB 1804 by Wallace relating to the hours
419
00:48:20,350 --> 00:48:23,660
in a work week for firemen in certain
cities
420
00:48:23,660 --> 00:48:30,620
refer to the Committee on urban affairs
HB 1805 by Wallace relating to transfer
421
00:48:30,620 --> 00:48:35,170
by service station franchise referred
the Committee on business and commerce
422
00:48:35,170 --> 00:48:41,870
HB 1806 by Wallace relating to the
prohibition of manufacturing or selling
423
00:48:41,870 --> 00:48:46,550
certain beverage cans with detachable
openers refer to the Committee on liquor
424
00:48:46,550 --> 00:48:53,570
regulation HB 1807 by Wallace relating
to elimination near the requirement of a
425
00:48:53,570 --> 00:48:57,740
license plate on the front of certain
Motor Vehicles refer the Committee on
426
00:48:57,740 --> 00:49:04,250
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transportation
HB 1808 by Wallace relating to issuance
427
00:49:04,250 --> 00:49:09,950
of certificates to corporations to act
as verbal and unity' agents referred the
428
00:49:09,950 --> 00:49:17,480
Committee on insurance HB 1809 by Murray
Novell Paso relating to offenses of
429
00:49:17,480 --> 00:49:21,320
public intoxication while driving while
intoxicated refer to the Committee on
430
00:49:21,320 --> 00:49:29,510
criminal jurisprudence HB 1810 by
Martinez of Harris relating to the
431
00:49:29,510 --> 00:49:33,350
operation of bicycles upon roadways
under certain conditions refer to the
432
00:49:33,350 --> 00:49:39,890
Committee on transportation HB 1811 by
Martinez of Paris relating to the
433
00:49:39,890 --> 00:49:44,870
inclusion of bicycles under the
definition of a vehicle refer to the
434
00:49:44,870 --> 00:49:51,320
Committee on Transportation HB 1812 by
Martinez of Harris relating to the
435
00:49:51,320 --> 00:49:55,850
rights and duties of a bicyclist upon a
sidewalk or roadway refer to the
436
00:49:55,850 --> 00:50:03,170
Committee on Transportation HB 1813 by
Martinez of Harris relating to the right
437
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00:50:03,170 --> 00:50:07,370
of an employee to engage in political
activity refer to the Committee on state
438
00:50:07,370 --> 00:50:13,700
affairs HB 1814 by Martinez of Harris
and others relating to the
439
00:50:13,700 --> 00:50:18,050
classification of theft of services and
certain fraud offenses on the basis of
440
00:50:18,050 --> 00:50:24,560
the amount of loss refer to the
Committee on criminal jurisprudence HB
441
00:50:24,560 --> 00:50:29,120
1815 by Connelly relating to the
authority of the Texas Department of
442
00:50:29,120 --> 00:50:33,050
Health and he Texas Department of Water
Resources to charge fees for functions
443
00:50:33,050 --> 00:50:36,180
they perform under the solid waste
disposal Act
444
00:50:36,180 --> 00:50:44,010
refer to the Committee on Natural
Resources HB 1816 by Oliver relating to
445
00:50:44,010 --> 00:50:48,299
the number of ballots furnished for each
election precinct in any election refer
446
00:50:48,299 --> 00:50:55,680
to the Committee on Elections HB 1817 by
Oliver relating to the qualifications of
447
00:50:55,680 --> 00:51:00,029
Watchers and general special or primary
elections refer to the Committee on
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448
00:51:00,029 --> 00:51:07,529
Elections HB 1818 by Oliver relating to
the service of process in an election
449
00:51:07,529 --> 00:51:16,140
contest refer to the Committee on
elections HB 1819 by Oliver relating to
450
00:51:16,140 --> 00:51:20,700
the duties of persons authorized to
conduct marriage ceremonies relating
451
00:51:20,700 --> 00:51:27,539
refer to the Committee on judiciary HB
1820 by McKenna relating to the
452
00:51:27,539 --> 00:51:31,020
disqualifications for unemployment
compensation benefits refer to the
453
00:51:31,020 --> 00:51:37,170
Committee on labor and employee
relations HB 1821 by price relating to
454
00:51:37,170 --> 00:51:39,960
the creation of a residential Energy
Assistance Program
455
00:51:39,960 --> 00:51:47,010
refer to the Committee on Human Services
HB 1822 by price relating to the
456
00:51:47,010 --> 00:51:52,799
landlord's duty to repair refer to the
Committee on business and commerce HB
457
00:51:52,799 --> 00:51:57,660
1823 by price relating to the
Coordinating Board approval of certain
458
00:51:57,660 --> 00:52:01,319
construction repair or rehabilitation
projects at institutions of higher
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459
00:52:01,319 --> 00:52:05,390
education refer to the Committee on
higher education
460
00:52:05,390 --> 00:52:11,670
HB 1824 by price relating to the
recommendations of the sunset Advisory
461
00:52:11,670 --> 00:52:15,359
Commission about the composition of
state boards and in commissions
462
00:52:15,359 --> 00:52:22,589
refer to the Committee on state affairs
HB 1825 by Clemens relating to interest
463
00:52:22,589 --> 00:52:26,339
rate or time price differential ceilings
for certain transactions
464
00:52:26,339 --> 00:52:33,000
refer to the Committee on financial
institutions HB 1826 by Clemens relate
465
00:52:33,000 --> 00:52:37,200
relating to the use of municipal funds
to influence legislation referred the
466
00:52:37,200 --> 00:52:43,829
Committee on urban affairs HB 1827 by
Clemens relating to meal stops for
467
00:52:43,829 --> 00:52:48,450
railroad engine and train crews refer to
the Committee on transportation
468
00:52:48,450 --> 00:52:53,820
HB 1828 my Hammond relating to the
maximum interest rate on certain school
469
00:52:53,820 --> 00:53:00,720
district obligations refer to the
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Committee on public education HB 1829 by
470
00:53:00,720 --> 00:53:05,790
Whillans relating to the inners
interstate secession two separate and
471
00:53:05,790 --> 00:53:09,620
community property and the amount of
family allowance for a surviving spouse
472
00:53:09,620 --> 00:53:17,040
referred the Committee on judicial
affairs HB 1830 by P veto relating to
473
00:53:17,040 --> 00:53:20,220
collective bargaining for firemen and
policemen referred the Committee on
474
00:53:20,220 --> 00:53:28,260
urban affairs HB 1831 by P Burdell
relating to the appraisal for ad valorem
475
00:53:28,260 --> 00:53:32,490
taxation of property report to have
decreased in value refer the Committee
476
00:53:32,490 --> 00:53:42,060
on ways and means HB 1832 by P Berto
relating to the service of process of an
477
00:53:42,060 --> 00:53:47,970
appraisal district referred the
Committee on ways and means HB 1833 by
478
00:53:47,970 --> 00:53:52,190
Arnold relating to the establishment of
a juvenile board in Ellis County
479
00:53:52,190 --> 00:53:59,250
referred the Committee on county affairs
HB 1834 by Arnold related to the
480
00:53:59,250 --> 00:54:02,790
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creation of the county court at law of
Ellis County referred the Committee on
481
00:54:02,790 --> 00:54:08,790
judicial affairs HB 1835 bobbarlanka
relating to the establishment of a
482
00:54:08,790 --> 00:54:11,850
program of assistance for certain
high-risk pregnant women and newborn
483
00:54:11,850 --> 00:54:18,090
infants refer to the Committee on Public
Health HB 1836 by English relating to
484
00:54:18,090 --> 00:54:23,150
the rate of the city hotel occupancy tax
referred the Committee on ways and means
485
00:54:23,150 --> 00:54:29,660
HB 1837 by Davis relating to the
creation of the 347th Judicial District
486
00:54:29,660 --> 00:54:36,270
refer to the Committee on judicial
affairs HB 1838 by Davis related to the
487
00:54:36,270 --> 00:54:40,320
validation of the incorporation of
certain municipalities refer to the
488
00:54:40,320 --> 00:54:45,650
Committee on urban affairs HB 1839 by
Nina Xhosa
489
00:54:45,650 --> 00:54:49,530
relating to the regulation of certain
credit casualty insurance
490
00:54:49,530 --> 00:54:55,010
referred the Committee on insurance HB
1840 by Nina Xhosa
491
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00:54:55,010 --> 00:54:59,700
relating to a joint office for certain
irrigation districts refer to the
492
00:54:59,700 --> 00:55:06,270
Committee on Natural Resources
HB 1841 by Evans of Harris relating to
493
00:55:06,270 --> 00:55:09,500
prohibited investments for funds of the
Employees Retirement System of Texas
494
00:55:09,500 --> 00:55:12,740
refer to the Committee on retirement and
aging
495
00:55:12,740 --> 00:55:18,960
HB 1842 by Evans of Harris relating to
admission of certain students to Texas
496
00:55:18,960 --> 00:55:25,710
School for the Deaf refer to the
Committee on public education HB 1843 by
497
00:55:25,710 --> 00:55:30,270
Evans of Harris and others related to
prohibited investments for funds of the
498
00:55:30,270 --> 00:55:34,590
Employees Retirement System of Texas
refer to the Committee on retirement
499
00:55:34,590 --> 00:55:40,710
aging HB 1844 by Evans of Harris
relating to the establishment and
500
00:55:40,710 --> 00:55:47,130
operation of a state lottery referred
the Committee on state affairs HB 1845
501
00:55:47,130 --> 00:55:51,570
by delay relating the duration of a city
contract concerning solid waste
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502
00:55:51,570 --> 00:55:57,740
management refer to the Committee on
Natural Resources HB 1846 by delay
503
00:55:57,740 --> 00:56:03,530
relating to the conveyance a certain
state real property in Fort Bend County
504
00:56:03,530 --> 00:56:11,010
refer the Committee on state affairs HB
1847 by Eccles and others relating to
505
00:56:11,010 --> 00:56:14,910
possessing an open container of liquor
or beer on the premises may be a holder
506
00:56:14,910 --> 00:56:18,810
of a wine or barrier tellers off-premise
permit refer to the Committee on liquor
507
00:56:18,810 --> 00:56:25,440
regulation HB 1848 by Ragsdale relating
to authorizing the governing body of any
508
00:56:25,440 --> 00:56:29,040
independent school district to sell
surplus real property refer to the
509
00:56:29,040 --> 00:56:34,980
Committee on public education HB 18-49
by Messer we're laying to fraud in a
510
00:56:34,980 --> 00:56:39,500
transaction involving real estate refer
the Committee on business and commerce
511
00:56:39,500 --> 00:56:44,220
HB 1850 by Messer related to the
operation and continuation of the office
512
00:56:44,220 --> 00:56:47,700
of convinced consumer credit
commissioner refer to the Committee on
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513
00:56:47,700 --> 00:56:55,950
financial institutions HB 2012 by
Hightower relating to the importation
514
00:56:55,950 --> 00:56:59,370
and transportation of red fish and
speckled sea trout refer to the
515
00:56:59,370 --> 00:57:04,670
Committee on Environmental Affairs HB
21:54
516
00:57:04,670 --> 00:57:10,590
by Turner and others relating to the
creation of a committee to interpret
517
00:57:10,590 --> 00:57:16,210
state ethics laws
refer to the Committee on state affairs
518
00:57:16,210 --> 00:57:23,060
HB 2240 by you her blending to a fortune
of balance County and to representative
519
00:57:23,060 --> 00:57:28,880
districts refer to the Committee on
regions compacts and districts HB 2241
520
00:57:28,880 --> 00:57:32,960
by you her related to appointment of El
Paso and Barrett counties and to
521
00:57:32,960 --> 00:57:36,440
represent of districts refer to the
Committee on regions compacts and
522
00:57:36,440 --> 00:57:43,250
districts HB 22:47 by you her related to
a portion of certain portions of the
523
00:57:43,250 --> 00:57:46,609
state and to represent of districts
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refer to the Committee on regions
524
00:57:46,609 --> 00:57:49,599
compacts and districts
525
00:58:15,940 --> 00:58:20,809
Edge's Phyllis
few more phones
526
00:58:26,750 --> 00:58:32,700
hr:169 by gili a memory of William
Jasper price referred the Committee on
527
00:58:32,700 --> 00:58:39,630
rules and resolutions hr:170 by
armbrister congratulating these Stroman
528
00:58:39,630 --> 00:58:43,710
high school freshmen boys basketball
team refer the Committee on rules and
529
00:58:43,710 --> 00:58:50,880
resolutions hr:171 by hurry
honoring Walter Hall senior refer to the
530
00:58:50,880 --> 00:58:54,200
Committee on rules and resolutions
531
00:58:54,890 --> 00:59:01,050
hr:172 by short the memory of Kenneth
Dawson refer to the Committee on rules
532
00:59:01,050 --> 00:59:09,180
and resolutions hr:173 by Harrison
congratulating Carlene High School girls
533
00:59:09,180 --> 00:59:16,430
basketball team prefer the Committee on
rules and resolutions hr:174 by Clemens
534
00:59:16,430 --> 00:59:20,819
honors the Central High drill team refer
to the Committee on rules and
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535
00:59:20,819 --> 00:59:27,510
resolutions hr:175 by Connolly
congratulating that Joan Lake Elementary
536
00:59:27,510 --> 00:59:33,800
School PTA refer the Committee on rules
and resolutions HR 180 by Laini
537
00:59:33,800 --> 00:59:39,210
congratulating the Soudan High School
girls basketball team refer the
538
00:59:39,210 --> 00:59:45,030
Committee on rules and resolutions make
sure our 181 by Laini congratulating the
539
00:59:45,030 --> 00:59:48,569
Dimmick to High School boys basketball
team refer to the Committee on rules and
540
00:59:48,569 --> 00:59:57,780
resolutions hr:179 by Laini graduating
the Hale Center High School girls
541
00:59:57,780 --> 01:00:02,510
basketball team referred the Committee
on rules resolutions
542
01:00:06,809 --> 01:00:14,069
HB 1621 relating to certain fees charged
by the Secretary of State was
543
01:00:14,069 --> 01:00:17,669
inadvertently referred to the Committee
on state affairs the chair had a
544
01:00:17,669 --> 01:00:21,390
consultation with author and chairman of
the respective committees now corrects
545
01:00:21,390 --> 01:00:32,729
the referral of HB 1621 to the Committee
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on Elections HB 958 related to the
546
01:00:32,729 --> 01:00:37,019
regulation and Taxation or the exchange
in foreign currency was inadvertently
547
01:00:37,019 --> 01:00:41,039
referred to the Committee on ways and
means the chair at the consultation with
548
01:00:41,039 --> 01:00:44,819
author and chairman of the respective
committees now corrects referral of HB
549
01:00:44,819 --> 01:00:50,089
958 the Committee on business and
commerce
550
01:00:57,420 --> 01:01:00,720
pursuant to motion previously adopted
the house stands adjourned until 2:00
551
01:01:00,720 --> 01:01:03,140
p.m. Monday
552
01:02:09,709 --> 01:02:13,119
members please register
553
01:02:57,810 --> 01:03:01,070
all members registered
554
01:03:12,079 --> 01:03:15,670
I'm immigration
555
01:03:22,170 --> 01:03:27,069
one is present with house and gallery
please rise to invocation be given a day
556
01:03:27,069 --> 01:03:31,839
by pastor Dalton Havard from the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and sugar in Texas
557
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01:03:31,839 --> 01:03:39,489
a father you have taught us in your word
that government officials are ministers
558
01:03:39,489 --> 01:03:46,569
of God you've also taught us to pray for
them we lift them to you today in prayer
559
01:03:46,569 --> 01:03:51,609
and ask that you would give to them as
they consider the important matters of
560
01:03:51,609 --> 01:03:57,099
this great state that you would give to
them wisdom to know what is right for
561
01:03:57,099 --> 01:04:02,229
your people that you would give to them
courage to do what is right for your
562
01:04:02,229 --> 01:04:10,539
people we ask this in the name of Jesus
Christ whose death and resurrection we
563
01:04:10,539 --> 01:04:20,400
celebrate this special week amen Tara
now hear excuses for absent members
564
01:04:20,400 --> 01:04:24,009
skewed represent president because of
illness on emotion of everything you
565
01:04:24,009 --> 01:04:27,819
heard the skewed represent Crockett
because of illness on emotion to
566
01:04:27,819 --> 01:04:31,839
represent David Hudson the skewed
representing Hinojosa because of
567
01:04:31,839 --> 01:04:36,789
business on emotion of representing we
didn't say any objection share here done
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568
01:04:36,789 --> 01:04:41,829
so ordered
nurse to speak talk best doorkeeper we
569
01:04:41,829 --> 01:04:47,319
have a message from the Senate
met the messenger from this in it mr.
570
01:04:47,319 --> 01:04:50,589
speaker I'm directed by the Senate to
inform the house that the Senate has
571
01:04:50,589 --> 01:04:54,910
passed the following House concurrent
resolution 55 by camp and delay
572
01:04:54,910 --> 01:04:59,049
congratulating the Willow Ridge High
School football team house concurrent
573
01:04:59,049 --> 01:05:04,420
resolution 125 by Blanton congratulating
Hattie Mae Conn House concurrent
574
01:05:04,420 --> 01:05:09,599
resolution 128 by Oliver commending
Felix Wilson House concurrent resolution
575
01:05:09,599 --> 01:05:18,130
129 by guys white commending Emmie
bunker Senate joint resolution 21 by sir
576
01:05:18,130 --> 01:05:22,180
polis proposing a constitutional
amendment relating to the association of
577
01:05:22,180 --> 01:05:26,859
producers of agricultural commodities
Senate bill 23 by Williams and sharp
578
01:05:26,859 --> 01:05:30,670
relating to the exemption of certain
buildings of veterans and fraternal
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579
01:05:30,670 --> 01:05:36,060
organizations from ad valorem taxes
Senate bill 108 my veil relaying to the
580
01:05:36,060 --> 01:05:41,340
offer for sale delivery or display of
certain abused abusable glues and
581
01:05:41,340 --> 01:05:45,630
aerosol paints senate bill 230 by brown
relating to the eligibility for
582
01:05:45,630 --> 01:05:48,990
unemployment compensation benefits of
certain students
583
01:05:48,990 --> 01:05:53,370
Senate bill 605 by fair B and others
relating to the prohibition of
584
01:05:53,370 --> 01:05:58,320
discrimination and certain transactions
concerning employment the Senate bill
585
01:05:58,320 --> 01:06:03,090
607 by Saar polis relating to the
definition of agricultural commodity and
586
01:06:03,090 --> 01:06:07,800
to the exemption from assessments of
certain certain producers product sales
587
01:06:07,800 --> 01:06:12,960
Senate bill 706 by Harris relating to
the licensing of certain agents of legal
588
01:06:12,960 --> 01:06:18,120
reserve life insurance companies Senate
bill 989 by ledum relating to certain
589
01:06:18,120 --> 01:06:23,670
fees charged by the Secretary of State
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Senate concur resolution 56 by fair be
590
01:06:23,670 --> 01:06:28,680
congratulating gary cook house
concurrent resolution 96 by Barrientos
591
01:06:28,680 --> 01:06:34,020
inviting the Honorable Walter F Mondale
to address a joint session the following
592
01:06:34,020 --> 01:06:36,570
bills pass on local and uncontested
calendar
593
01:06:36,570 --> 01:06:44,670
Senate bill 176 Senate bill 207 Senate
bill 274 Senate bill 287 bill 318 Senate
594
01:06:44,670 --> 01:06:53,550
bill 394 Senate bill 433 Senate bill 510
Senate bill 512 Senate bill 554 Senate
595
01:06:53,550 --> 01:07:01,530
bill 555 Senate bill 610 Senate bill 623
Senate bill 633 Senate bill 664 Senate
596
01:07:01,530 --> 01:07:09,570
bill 683 Senate bill 684 Senate bill 685
Senate bill 686 Senate bill 687 Senate
597
01:07:09,570 --> 01:07:17,100
bill 835 Senate bill 973 Senate bill
1029 Senate bill 1030 Senate bill 1031
598
01:07:17,100 --> 01:07:21,390
Senate bill 1030 to Senate concurrent
resolution 7 Senate concurrent
599
01:07:21,390 --> 01:07:25,590
resolution 14 Senate concurrent
resolution 15 Senate concurrent
600
01:07:25,590 --> 01:07:30,510
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resolution 16 Senate concurrent
resolution 17 Senate concurrent
601
01:07:30,510 --> 01:07:34,680
resolution 18 Senate concurrent
resolution 19 Senate concurrent
602
01:07:34,680 --> 01:07:38,880
resolution 20 Senate concurrent
resolution 23 Senate concurrent
603
01:07:38,880 --> 01:07:42,900
resolution 27
Senate concurrent resolution 37 Senate
604
01:07:42,900 --> 01:07:47,390
concurrent resolution 38 Senate
concurrent resolution 44 respectfully
605
01:07:47,390 --> 01:07:50,290
secretary of the Senate
606
01:08:12,609 --> 01:08:17,960
members if I could have your attention I
would like to recognize the doctor of
607
01:08:17,960 --> 01:08:24,230
the day who is here today as guest to
represent Tom DeLay dr. West a Gustafson
608
01:08:24,230 --> 01:08:35,089
from sugar it is Sugarland shooting that
coming up yes have you here with us in
609
01:08:35,089 --> 01:08:38,120
the chamber today we appreciate you
spending your time from Houston Texas
610
01:08:38,120 --> 01:09:02,449
I'm sorry remembers we have with us
today a very special guest has taken
611
01:09:02,449 --> 01:09:09,560
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some time out from his busy schedule to
meet with you and has a few words to say
612
01:09:09,560 --> 01:09:16,460
to us and at this time I would like to
introduce to you representative Gerald
613
01:09:16,460 --> 01:09:25,670
Hill for the purpose of introduction
representing Hill Thank You mr. speakers
614
01:09:25,670 --> 01:09:29,900
members if we could have your attention
and ask that you be seated we have a
615
01:09:29,900 --> 01:09:34,509
very special guest today to to visit
with us for a short period of time
616
01:09:34,509 --> 01:09:40,630
this man is is now an austenite and a
Texan at least for a period of two years
617
01:09:40,630 --> 01:09:47,089
he's an author that has authored over 30
volumes some of the names of his works I
618
01:09:47,089 --> 01:09:56,120
think you'll recognize they include
Hawaii Centennial the source Chesapeake
619
01:09:56,120 --> 01:10:01,219
and he is now working on what we believe
will be is most important and successful
620
01:10:01,219 --> 01:10:06,409
volume a book that has not been titled
at this time but it will probably deal
621
01:10:06,409 --> 01:10:32,150
with the state of Texas I'd like to
introduce to you mr. James Michener
622
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01:10:32,150 --> 01:10:40,110
speaker Louis representative Smith my
honorary representative while I'm in
623
01:10:40,110 --> 01:10:49,560
Texas gentlemen of a legislative body
ladies of distinction who have won
624
01:10:49,560 --> 01:10:57,210
election to a major a governmental
function I do not use idle words when I
625
01:10:57,210 --> 01:11:05,340
say that I envy you
your positions because I have run for
626
01:11:05,340 --> 01:11:13,140
office five times I ran for Congress of
the United States and was defeated by a
627
01:11:13,140 --> 01:11:19,950
man who never lost an election now I
envy that son of a gun he sure knew how
628
01:11:19,950 --> 01:11:27,780
to how to handle his his opponents and
he handled me with ease but following
629
01:11:27,780 --> 01:11:35,070
that which proves that I really did want
to be a legislator I was elected to a
630
01:11:35,070 --> 01:11:41,280
variety of public functions and I think
the best thing I've ever done in my life
631
01:11:41,280 --> 01:11:48,660
was to spend two years in a great
convention rewriting the basic law of
632
01:11:48,660 --> 01:11:55,760
Pennsylvania we were the only major
state in recent years able to revise a
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633
01:11:55,760 --> 01:12:01,380
constitution fully you failed we
followed your case with greatest
634
01:12:01,380 --> 01:12:07,800
interest Maryland failed New York failed
Michigan failed all the others failed
635
01:12:07,800 --> 01:12:14,989
and we got ours through largely because
we had a wonderful bipartisan approach
636
01:12:14,989 --> 01:12:21,210
and largely because the Republican side
was led by Bill Scranton one of the
637
01:12:21,210 --> 01:12:25,860
great Americans that I've had an
opportunity to work with bill and I were
638
01:12:25,860 --> 01:12:31,050
on opposite sides of the hall I was the
secretary of the convention he was the
639
01:12:31,050 --> 01:12:37,500
leader of the Republican Party and we
worked out a device whereby we would
640
01:12:37,500 --> 01:12:41,400
present the consequences of our
convention
641
01:12:41,400 --> 01:12:48,900
in four separate parcels to the state
and that was our salvation not because
642
01:12:48,900 --> 01:12:53,540
we had done a good job but because we
had been bright enough to ensure that
643
01:12:53,540 --> 01:12:58,949
and what that meant was that everybody
was bitterly opposed to some part of
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644
01:12:58,949 --> 01:13:05,340
what we had done but nobody coalesced
against the whole project and each of
645
01:13:05,340 --> 01:13:10,890
the four parts got through I had the
distinction of being one of the
646
01:13:10,890 --> 01:13:17,460
Democratic leaders of not winning a
single thing that I wanted I wanted I
647
01:13:17,460 --> 01:13:21,420
wanted appoint merit appointment of
judges and we didn't get it
648
01:13:21,420 --> 01:13:26,340
I wanted to reduce the size of the
legislature Pennsylvania has a
649
01:13:26,340 --> 01:13:31,469
disgracefully large one as you probably
know the largest in America totally
650
01:13:31,469 --> 01:13:38,750
unwarranted we lost that I wanted to tax
a church property that was not used for
651
01:13:38,750 --> 01:13:47,550
religious purposes and we got murdered
on that one I wanted a tax American
652
01:13:47,550 --> 01:13:52,260
Legion property that was not used for
club purposes and what happened to that
653
01:13:52,260 --> 01:13:57,710
one barely of admits of description and
so it went
654
01:13:57,710 --> 01:14:04,170
however we did get rid of a few things
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that I was interested in we had a system
655
01:14:04,170 --> 01:14:09,300
believe it or not in which we had
justice of the peace who were paid in
656
01:14:09,300 --> 01:14:12,210
proportion to the number of people they
found guilty
657
01:14:12,210 --> 01:14:18,630
we had some 600 of them they kept office
in their back rooms and in the kitchens
658
01:14:18,630 --> 01:14:26,070
we cleaned that up and got a hundred
highly qualified well paid judges to do
659
01:14:26,070 --> 01:14:32,250
that job in an office away from their
home and so it went when we were through
660
01:14:32,250 --> 01:14:38,130
I had the one of the greatest honors of
my life I was appointed by both sides of
661
01:14:38,130 --> 01:14:43,560
the house to chair the committee that
put the whole thing into effect and we
662
01:14:43,560 --> 01:14:49,409
used a little device that I recommend to
anybody modifying a constitution we
663
01:14:49,409 --> 01:14:55,789
enacted a schedule whereby if the
House and Senate did not do by a certain
664
01:14:55,789 --> 01:15:01,909
time what the revision asked them to do
the thing became law and then they had
665
01:15:01,909 --> 01:15:08,449
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to knock it out well with that weapon I
spent another year in a house just like
666
01:15:08,449 --> 01:15:13,939
this not as beautiful not as spacious
not populated by as many interesting
667
01:15:13,939 --> 01:15:19,309
looking people I must say trying to
revise the the workings of Pennsylvania
668
01:15:19,309 --> 01:15:26,659
so when I come before you I do so as a
man who has enormous respect for what
669
01:15:26,659 --> 01:15:34,479
you do who wishes he were one of you who
hopes that what you do prospers and
670
01:15:34,479 --> 01:15:40,189
hopes that you do better than that we
have been able to do in Pennsylvania we
671
01:15:40,189 --> 01:15:46,789
do not set a very high standard to beat
but but we try and I think that's the
672
01:15:46,789 --> 01:15:55,010
noblest thing that can be said about a
state legislature while we were in this
673
01:15:55,010 --> 01:16:06,169
job we went through a reapportionment on
the 1970 census and we lost seats so
674
01:16:06,169 --> 01:16:12,169
that the reapportionment for the
Congress was a very bitter affair I was
675
01:16:12,169 --> 01:16:17,179
very pleased to see that since you
people gained seats you had no trouble
676
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01:16:17,179 --> 01:16:27,049
with your reapportionment and I think
you were very fortunate I am asked how
677
01:16:27,049 --> 01:16:33,409
my work is going and I have reached only
a one or two very careful conclusions so
678
01:16:33,409 --> 01:16:38,599
far I'm a prudent man I've only been
here half a year I'll be here two more
679
01:16:38,599 --> 01:16:45,549
years the only thing I've concluded so
far is that the University of Houston
680
01:16:45,549 --> 01:16:50,489
has a better basketball team and the
University of Texas
681
01:16:50,489 --> 01:17:00,090
a writer is always looking for good
stories and the best one to come along
682
01:17:00,090 --> 01:17:06,020
so far is that announcement by the
Confederate Air Force down in Harlington
683
01:17:06,020 --> 01:17:13,530
they said this summer we are going to
have a reunion of the Air Force we're
684
01:17:13,530 --> 01:17:18,660
going to reenact the Battle of the
Pacific we have real airplanes we have
685
01:17:18,660 --> 01:17:23,700
real pilots we have real ammunition we
have real bombs and it's going to be a
686
01:17:23,700 --> 01:17:29,340
wingding and they said we have these
zeros and Betty's and other planes of
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687
01:17:29,340 --> 01:17:35,010
Japan we're inviting over three Japanese
pilots who were also in the war and we
688
01:17:35,010 --> 01:17:39,360
had these great Messerschmitts and
Wolf's and the rest from Germany and
689
01:17:39,360 --> 01:17:44,340
although they were not in the Pacific
we're inviting over three German pilots
690
01:17:44,340 --> 01:17:49,890
and we are gonna have a wingding I said
you you you have real ammunition he said
691
01:17:49,890 --> 01:17:56,940
yes we have real bullets we have real
bombs we have real flares we even have a
692
01:17:56,940 --> 01:18:02,489
real atomic bomb but we are not going to
use it unless we can find a likely
693
01:18:02,489 --> 01:18:12,180
target in Oklahoma I will by the end of
my work in your beautiful state have
694
01:18:12,180 --> 01:18:17,160
been I would suppose in each of your
districts I've probably already been in
695
01:18:17,160 --> 01:18:23,550
three-fourths of them and will correct
the the absences shortly this is a
696
01:18:23,550 --> 01:18:29,090
marvelous state the third thing I've
learned is that you take it seriously
697
01:18:29,090 --> 01:18:36,390
but you really do have a Texas attitude
which other states do not have and it's
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698
01:18:36,390 --> 01:18:43,200
my job to try to define what that is to
get good stories representing it and to
699
01:18:43,200 --> 01:18:50,850
present your great state to the other 49
states of our Union in a novel which I
700
01:18:50,850 --> 01:18:55,190
hope a lot of people will read which
will encourage a lot of them come down
701
01:18:55,190 --> 01:19:00,830
and do what I'm doing to look you over I
may God bless you and the work you have
702
01:19:00,830 --> 01:19:29,090
to do and the rest of this session I'm
so pleased to be here with you thank you
703
01:19:29,090 --> 01:19:34,920
that's missing before you leave I have a
couple of things I would like to that
704
01:19:34,920 --> 01:19:40,350
you leave with one is a resolution that
was passed here last week commemorating
705
01:19:40,350 --> 01:19:47,130
your visit with us and secondly it's one
of the big Texas gavel will let you take
706
01:19:47,130 --> 01:19:50,790
back and you can use it any way you
think it would be proper and thank you
707
01:19:50,790 --> 01:20:08,630
again for being here with us thank you
so much mr. Cody
708
01:20:19,200 --> 01:20:22,190
mr. Cody on the floor
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709
01:20:28,850 --> 01:20:32,940
skewed represent Martinez of Harris
because the business on emotion of
710
01:20:32,940 --> 01:20:38,810
represented patent illa is there any
objection chariot not so ordered
711
01:23:15,370 --> 01:23:19,730
members if we could have your attention
we have another special guest with us
712
01:23:19,730 --> 01:23:26,510
today at this time I'd like to recognize
mr. Cody for emotion the speaker and
713
01:23:26,510 --> 01:23:30,200
members I'd like to suspend all
necessary rules in order to bring up
714
01:23:30,200 --> 01:23:34,820
House Resolution 191 and like to be
heard on the mr. speaker members you've
715
01:23:34,820 --> 01:23:39,470
heard the motion is there any objection
to suspension of the rules chair hearing
716
01:23:39,470 --> 01:23:44,240
none the rules are suspended chair lays
out of house resolution 191 clerk read
717
01:23:44,240 --> 01:23:54,740
the resolution info' HR 191 by cody for
as Gloria Kay Gilbert Miss Texas 1982 is
718
01:23:54,740 --> 01:23:58,820
a truly distinguished representative of
the beauty talent and scholarship so
719
01:23:58,820 --> 01:24:03,350
abundant among the women of this state
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and whereas the daughter of one at a
720
01:24:03,350 --> 01:24:07,760
Gilbert and the late James D Gilbert she
was born in Fort Worth and reared in
721
01:24:07,760 --> 01:24:12,680
Millsaps and whereas miss Gilbert was
salutatorian of her graduating class at
722
01:24:12,680 --> 01:24:17,030
Millsaps High School in 1980 this honor
student was a cheerleader and all
723
01:24:17,030 --> 01:24:21,170
district basketball player and was voted
best all-around high school student most
724
01:24:21,170 --> 01:24:26,090
beautiful most likely most likely to
succeed and most talented and whereas a
725
01:24:26,090 --> 01:24:30,050
junior at North Texas State University
she is majoring in mass communication
726
01:24:30,050 --> 01:24:34,250
and by consistently maintaining a high
scholastic grade average has always been
727
01:24:34,250 --> 01:24:38,330
on the Dean's on her list and whereas
this talented ventriloquist and singer
728
01:24:38,330 --> 01:24:42,770
was selected in 1991 as a female
vocalist of the Year at the Johnny high
729
01:24:42,770 --> 01:24:47,900
country music review in Fort Worth and
whereas in 1991 she won the Miss mineral
730
01:24:47,900 --> 01:24:52,460
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Wales contest and was first runner-up in
the Miss Texas pageant she also won the
731
01:24:52,460 --> 01:24:57,560
National Miss sweetheart contests and
Hoopeston Illinois and whereas in 1982
732
01:24:57,560 --> 01:25:01,930
representing Palo Pinto County she was
crowned Miss Texas and has traveled over
733
01:25:01,930 --> 01:25:06,260
32,000 miles during her reign and
whereas as it can stick contestant in
734
01:25:06,260 --> 01:25:10,670
1982 Miss America pageant this lovely
and gracious young Texan was one of the
735
01:25:10,670 --> 01:25:14,330
eight semi-finalists talent winners and
whereas the members of this house are
736
01:25:14,330 --> 01:25:19,460
honored by the visit today of miss Texas
1992 Gloria Kay Gilbert now therefore be
737
01:25:19,460 --> 01:25:22,760
it resolved that the House of
Representatives of the 68 Texas
738
01:25:22,760 --> 01:25:26,690
Legislature hereby welcome miss Texas
Gloria Kay Gilbert
739
01:25:26,690 --> 01:25:30,530
our illustrious reign and extend to her
best wishes for future success and
740
01:25:30,530 --> 01:25:35,030
Happiness can be it FURTHER RESOLVED an
official copy of this resolution be
741
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01:25:35,030 --> 01:25:38,030
prepared for miss Gilbert as an
expression of esteem from the Texas
742
01:25:38,030 --> 01:25:42,739
House of Representatives members you've
heard the motion is there any objection
743
01:25:42,739 --> 01:25:47,260
to the adoption of the resolution chairs
on the resolution is adopted
744
01:25:47,260 --> 01:25:57,800
mr. cody a speaker members and guests it
gives me a great deal of pleasure to
745
01:25:57,800 --> 01:26:03,380
present to you not only one of the most
talented the one of the most beautiful
746
01:26:03,380 --> 01:26:08,870
of my constituents and another
constituent but I'll talk about him in a
747
01:26:08,870 --> 01:26:16,340
moment I think it behooves all of us to
admire this young lady and I know her
748
01:26:16,340 --> 01:26:20,930
personally and I know her family and she
is one of the finest people I think that
749
01:26:20,930 --> 01:26:26,570
we have in this state and I feel that
we're awfully awfully glad to have her
750
01:26:26,570 --> 01:26:32,780
represent all of us in the Miss Texas
contest and at this time I'd like to
751
01:26:32,780 --> 01:26:44,799
present to you miss Gloria Gilbert Miss
Texas 1982
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752
01:27:15,150 --> 01:27:24,699
can everyone hear me fairly well are you
gonna listen please okay well hello
753
01:27:24,699 --> 01:27:29,199
Gloria
well hello Oh what was your name again
754
01:27:29,199 --> 01:27:38,080
well my name is um my name is um I don't
tell me I know what there's always an
755
01:27:38,080 --> 01:27:44,520
old mole name let's see my name is um
concentrate oh yeah my name is
756
01:27:44,520 --> 01:27:50,830
concentrate no it isn't it's shorter
than that let me see how learning - you
757
01:27:50,830 --> 01:27:56,560
have learn thing - you have learnt they
dear Homer hey Homer okay let's start
758
01:27:56,560 --> 01:28:00,190
all over
I'm Gloria and this is my friend Homer
759
01:28:00,190 --> 01:28:10,600
the dummy she always says that so you'll
know which one of us is the dummy okay
760
01:28:10,600 --> 01:28:18,239
okay so you're the littlest huh no
actually hummert the word is pronounced
761
01:28:18,239 --> 01:28:25,840
ventriloquist that's what I said
so you're though they trickle is tall if
762
01:28:25,840 --> 01:28:31,179
you want to call it that can you do what
that guy does on teeth Li what's that
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763
01:28:31,179 --> 01:28:38,080
can you say a bottle of barrel without
moving your lips why you know like the
764
01:28:38,080 --> 01:28:43,330
guy does on TV goes a bottle of beer a
bottle of there a bottle of there a
765
01:28:43,330 --> 01:28:49,290
bottle of beer bottle the very bottom of
there a bottle of there
766
01:28:49,429 --> 01:29:04,580
Oh big bottle of beer Oh big bottle of
Budweiser beer Oh big bubbly bottle of
767
01:29:04,580 --> 01:29:11,659
Budweiser beer can you say that without
moving your lips now how the heck did I
768
01:29:11,659 --> 01:29:16,340
do it tell me how her while we're on
that subject
769
01:29:16,340 --> 01:29:34,250
do you drink alcoholic beverages do fish
swim oh that's very interesting
770
01:29:34,250 --> 01:29:44,000
are you a hard drinker Lord no was one
of the easiest things I do well what's
771
01:29:44,000 --> 01:29:50,239
your favorite brand I like old squirrel
you got any of that old squirrel no I
772
01:29:50,239 --> 01:29:54,650
don't believe we do but I think they got
some old crow in the back nose I don't
773
01:29:54,650 --> 01:30:02,469
never do why not I don't want to fly I
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just want to hop around a little bit I
774
01:30:02,469 --> 01:30:07,670
understand that especially for this day
that you have made up some poetry to
775
01:30:07,670 --> 01:30:14,800
recite for the gentleman yeah he'll why
don't you do that okay ready
776
01:30:14,800 --> 01:30:20,239
she held me tightly in her arms what
could I do
777
01:30:20,239 --> 01:30:30,770
but linger I ran my hands through her
hair and a cootie bit my finger why
778
01:30:30,770 --> 01:30:36,530
don't why don't we move on along and you
do your famous story that you do all
779
01:30:36,530 --> 01:30:39,860
over the state of Texas this is a very
dangerous tongue twister and I'm sure
780
01:30:39,860 --> 01:30:44,140
all of you politicians would need to try
it one time without moving your lips
781
01:30:44,140 --> 01:30:48,530
this is very dangerous and if we do make
a mistake we're in quite a bit of
782
01:30:48,530 --> 01:30:54,020
trouble so we've never made a mistake so
why don't you go ahead thanks a lot sure
783
01:30:54,020 --> 01:30:56,320
go ahead
784
01:30:57,349 --> 01:31:05,030
you see it's my plane the story about
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the two little snakes hissing in the pit
785
01:31:06,110 --> 01:31:13,440
don't move your lips so there are these
two little snakes and aids hissing in
786
01:31:13,440 --> 01:31:18,269
the pit and the longest they can doubt
said who you know snakes doing they said
787
01:31:18,269 --> 01:31:22,440
or hissing in our pit
she said I'm down here saying I hit gold
788
01:31:22,440 --> 01:31:29,429
and this is pops is pitting hissing it
so the toothless makes a leather Dolan
789
01:31:29,429 --> 01:31:33,690
older and Lissa's pots pit started in it
miss Potts came out said who knows
790
01:31:33,690 --> 01:31:38,789
something's doing what he said to her
hissing in your hip she said oh don't
791
01:31:38,789 --> 01:31:44,179
hissing not here to get you old hit the
hiss and told you go back and hissing it
792
01:31:44,179 --> 01:31:47,360
sit down
793
01:31:51,250 --> 01:31:56,870
so the turtle snake slid back to their
own pit started in it again the mother
794
01:31:56,870 --> 01:31:59,540
snake came out said who you know
something's doing they said we're
795
01:31:59,540 --> 01:32:04,070
hissing in our kit she said I thought I
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told you to go to this is pots in
796
01:32:04,070 --> 01:32:08,090
spitting hissing it weird when older
mrs. Potts as pit start his then it miss
797
01:32:08,090 --> 01:32:12,890
Potts came outside who you little snakes
doing we said who are hissing in your
798
01:32:12,890 --> 01:32:19,820
pit she said well done isn't my pet you
got young pit to hissing so why don't
799
01:32:19,820 --> 01:32:23,950
you go back and hissing it so here we
are
800
01:32:23,950 --> 01:32:29,900
mama snake shook her head and said that
blades all I knew mrs. Potts when she
801
01:32:29,900 --> 01:32:33,370
didn't have a pet to hiss in
802
01:32:43,420 --> 01:32:48,890
we have a song to do for all of you
today and I want you to listen to it
803
01:32:48,890 --> 01:32:52,820
because I chose it especially for you
because it tells a little story about
804
01:32:52,820 --> 01:32:57,620
what we did this year traveling and
making appearances and it's the song I
805
01:32:57,620 --> 01:33:11,450
hope you all enjoy it it Dan I wear mine
I'd wear mine cross the deserts player
806
01:33:11,450 --> 01:33:16,910
man I breathe mountain air land travel
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I've had my share of man I've been mp3
807
01:33:16,910 --> 01:33:21,350
player McGary know Chicago Fargo
Minnesota Buffalo Toronto wins little
808
01:33:21,350 --> 01:33:25,160
Sarasota would you tell pulseaudio
Oklahoma Tampa planning on that of the
809
01:33:25,160 --> 01:33:28,880
lifelong lingo Salvador Amador and the
road I took until around the villa on
810
01:33:28,880 --> 01:33:32,780
the Doha round together I've been
everywhere man I've been everywhere man
811
01:33:32,780 --> 01:33:38,000
across the deserts bare man I breathed
the mountain air man and travel I've had
812
01:33:38,000 --> 01:33:43,160
my share man I've been everywhere
Boston Charleston Dayton Louisiana
813
01:33:43,160 --> 01:33:47,090
Washington used in Kingston Texarkana
Monterrey Faraday Santa baked out of a
814
01:33:47,090 --> 01:33:50,780
glide rock like a little rocket flew
Tennessee Hennessy chip to keep spare
815
01:33:50,780 --> 01:33:54,590
like brother Lake now the way clear like
there's like having a brief while and
816
01:33:54,590 --> 01:33:58,880
I've been
well man cross the deserts bare man I've
817
01:33:58,880 --> 01:34:03,409
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read the mountain air man and travel
I've had my share man I've been
818
01:34:03,409 --> 01:34:06,949
everywhere
Get Smart car alert game about Colorado
819
01:34:06,949 --> 01:34:10,670
amber crooks lurk big smart girls erotic
lair Moorhead learn how to split Mooka
820
01:34:10,670 --> 01:34:14,869
jaska lots got like old a lot of merapi
one of their cannons and cut city sir
821
01:34:14,869 --> 01:34:19,130
city center city does so you want a
buddy I need a three-wire man here 822
01:34:19,130 --> 01:34:24,990
every wired LAN custom is it's bad man i
freed the mouse in him
823
01:34:24,990 --> 01:34:33,230
and my chairman I know some place you
hadn't been I've been everywhere
824
01:34:33,230 --> 01:34:56,470
hey thank you all
825
01:35:05,870 --> 01:35:14,750
y'all sit down okay take it away Gilman
826
01:35:15,050 --> 01:35:23,190
Gloria and Homer what do you all it's
been a treat to have you both here today
827
01:35:23,190 --> 01:35:27,240
and especially you Homer I tell you
you're starting a little app more like
828
01:35:27,240 --> 01:35:36,750
Bill Cody every day Gloria on behalf of
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the Texas House of Representatives I'd
829
01:35:36,750 --> 01:35:41,460
like to let you take with you today a
flag that flew over the state capitol
830
01:35:41,460 --> 01:35:46,110
with a certificate and wish you nothing
but the best and thank you so much for
831
01:35:46,110 --> 01:35:54,000
being here today thank you so much thank
you also
832
01:35:55,199 --> 01:36:06,460
hey Gil what are you going to give me
don't let him give you a hard time
833
01:36:21,690 --> 01:36:40,690
who said that job was all working no
plane chair announces the signing and
834
01:36:40,690 --> 01:36:43,710
presidents of the house the following
835
01:36:43,920 --> 01:36:53,520
Senate bill 259 Senate bill 182 Senate
bill 94 and Senate bill 131
836
01:36:59,030 --> 01:37:03,500
Jarrid refer the reading and referral
the bills until the can after conclusion
837
01:37:03,500 --> 01:37:11,000
today's business is there any objection
chair here none so ordered members were
838
01:37:11,000 --> 01:37:13,810
going on the counter
839
01:37:16,360 --> 01:37:32,090
the Salinas turn a that on third reading
final pass the Senate bill 114 SB 114 by
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840
01:37:32,090 --> 01:37:39,530
Howard chair recognize miss will you
displaying the bill mr. speaker members
841
01:37:39,530 --> 01:37:44,240
this is the bill that we passed on
Thursday that recreates or reestablishes
842
01:37:44,240 --> 01:37:47,890
the state federal office in Washington
843
01:37:50,530 --> 01:37:58,250
following amendment clerk rayji
amendment amendment by Dee Hudson and
844
01:37:58,250 --> 01:38:03,560
hollow L share recognized mr. Salinas to
explain the amendment you explain the
845
01:38:03,560 --> 01:38:09,350
minute mr. Nunes members and miss Baker
this is the amendment that I agreed to
846
01:38:09,350 --> 01:38:19,220
take on Thursday mr. Halliwell Mr Hudson
have drafted it and and the it's
847
01:38:19,220 --> 01:38:25,420
acceptable to me you don't explain a
little bit more
848
01:38:27,140 --> 01:38:31,680
let's give mrs. Lynch the attention he
can explain the amendment I will explain
849
01:38:31,680 --> 01:38:40,050
it in Spanish for all you disadvantaged
monolinguals this is the amendment that
850
01:38:40,050 --> 01:38:46,110
allows the office to to accept
contributions and what we did we drafted
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851
01:38:46,110 --> 01:38:51,750
the amendments so that that this money
could not be used to pay any person or
852
01:38:51,750 --> 01:38:57,930
staff person that is working for the the
office at the time that the donation is
853
01:38:57,930 --> 01:39:03,120
accepted and the state auditor will
audit the financial transactions of the
854
01:39:03,120 --> 01:39:07,710
office on a yearly basis miss speaker
miss Cory and purpose gentleman yield yo
855
01:39:07,710 --> 01:39:13,260
mr. Salinas yes Gemma neos miss Cory mr.
Salinas that means then that someone
856
01:39:13,260 --> 01:39:17,820
who's not on board at the time of
contribution has been made can be paid
857
01:39:17,820 --> 01:39:22,950
out of these funds or their that is they
can be paid if they are hired after a
858
01:39:22,950 --> 01:39:26,850
contribution is made that is correct
what do you perceive the purpose of
859
01:39:26,850 --> 01:39:33,060
these funds will be what will the money
be used for well the amendment the money
860
01:39:33,060 --> 01:39:37,440
will be used to further any objectives
of the office and those objectives were
861
01:39:37,440 --> 01:39:41,700
clearly stated to you on Thursday and
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that being that that we want to make
862
01:39:41,700 --> 01:39:47,070
sure that Texas at Washington is not
underrepresented that we get our fair
863
01:39:47,070 --> 01:39:50,520
share of federal monies and federal
programs they're allocated to the
864
01:39:50,520 --> 01:39:55,770
state's well as this tantamount to a
lobby organization it always has been a
865
01:39:55,770 --> 01:40:00,210
lobby organization just like your
lobbyist for Waco we're going to lobby
866
01:40:00,210 --> 01:40:04,500
in Washington for Texas but do we have
lobbyists from other state agencies in
867
01:40:04,500 --> 01:40:09,060
Washington likewise
why do we have lobbyists that represent
868
01:40:09,060 --> 01:40:13,050
other agencies of the state for example
that the Department of Ag the State
869
01:40:13,050 --> 01:40:17,280
Department of Agriculture or the
Department of Human Resources or any of
870
01:40:17,280 --> 01:40:23,400
the like no so this office is not only
the office that lobbyists for the state
871
01:40:23,400 --> 01:40:30,570
of Texas but also it's the office that
that informs us on what is going on in
872
01:40:30,570 --> 01:40:37,650
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Washington and we I hope I hope that we
get a person that
873
01:40:37,650 --> 01:40:41,790
represent the agriculture point of view
at the Washington level we have not had
874
01:40:41,790 --> 01:40:46,170
a person that's a AG specialist so to
speak and in that office but miss
875
01:40:46,170 --> 01:40:50,370
waiting to have sure Duss that she is
going to hire or employ someone that the
876
01:40:50,370 --> 01:40:54,710
at the office that will be dealing
directly with agricultural issues
877
01:40:54,710 --> 01:40:59,670
well it's your understanding then and we
don't have people from any other state
878
01:40:59,670 --> 01:41:04,200
agencies in Washington specifically for
the purpose of determining what their
879
01:41:04,200 --> 01:41:08,940
counterparts in Washington may be doing
and that's why we need this particular
880
01:41:08,940 --> 01:41:17,100
office the office has been in existence
since 1965 and this what we're doing is
881
01:41:17,100 --> 01:41:22,310
is recreating the office it's under
sunset on the sense that review process
882
01:41:22,310 --> 01:41:26,580
that came up a sense that we're
recreating the office but now this
883
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01:41:26,580 --> 01:41:31,430
office was established for the purpose
of maintaining a liaison between
884
01:41:31,430 --> 01:41:34,650
Washington DC in the state of Texas and
that exactly
885
01:41:34,650 --> 01:41:39,600
thank you mister lenez the question on
the adoption of the amendment the
886
01:41:39,600 --> 01:41:43,530
amendment isn't separable to the author
is there any objection to the adoption
887
01:41:43,530 --> 01:41:48,540
of the amendment Jerry has none the
amendment is adopted question on final
888
01:41:48,540 --> 01:41:54,510
passage Senate bill 114 as a minute all
those in favor signify by I go to polls
889
01:41:54,510 --> 01:42:02,550
no Senate bill 114 is final pass miss
Lynn's moves amend the caption to
890
01:42:02,550 --> 01:42:05,370
conform with the body of the bill is
there any objection
891
01:42:05,370 --> 01:42:14,730
cherries none so you're not recognized a
distinguished former member who is in
892
01:42:14,730 --> 01:42:18,330
the rear of the chambers dr. Arnold
Gonzalez
893
01:42:18,330 --> 01:42:22,470
state representing from Corpus Christi
dr. Gonzales good to see you
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894
01:42:22,470 --> 01:42:27,960
good have you air skewed representing
image because the important business on
895
01:42:27,960 --> 01:42:33,650
the motion of represented right there
any objection sherry or not so ordered
896
01:42:39,230 --> 01:42:42,540
dear lady that on final reading and
third reading and final passing a bill
897
01:42:42,540 --> 01:42:48,000
to Fitch says quote read the bill SB 256
Buster Paulus an act relating to
898
01:42:48,000 --> 01:42:51,270
probation for a child care facility that
does not comply with the Department of
899
01:42:51,270 --> 01:42:56,690
Human Resources standards Sharrock now
Mr Rudd
900
01:43:00,530 --> 01:43:16,940
that's Ruud okay sure right now Mr Rudd
901
01:43:18,860 --> 01:43:25,770
maybe in Senate bill 256 we passed last
Thursday dealing with the regulation and
902
01:43:25,770 --> 01:43:30,620
probation on child care facilities
aspirin for passing on third reading
903
01:43:32,150 --> 01:43:38,070
members votes on third reading and final
pass Senate bill 256 all those in favor
904
01:43:38,070 --> 01:43:44,730
signify by vote opposed no to Senate
bill 256 finally passed
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905
01:43:44,730 --> 01:43:49,560
Mr Rudd moves to amend the captions has
confirmed the body of the bill is any
906
01:43:49,560 --> 01:43:56,520
objection
chairs none so ordered remember we would
907
01:43:56,520 --> 01:44:01,350
like to recognize some bishops in the
gallery and also some of the helpers
908
01:44:01,350 --> 01:44:05,310
we've had on the floor today as guests
to represent severa we have the junior
909
01:44:05,310 --> 01:44:11,670
Girl Scout Troop 1873 and also their
leader Becky taro who is up in the
910
01:44:11,670 --> 01:44:16,740
northeast gallery and the Girl Scouts
are around helping us on the floor good
911
01:44:16,740 --> 01:44:23,840
to have all your Girl Scouts with us
today
912
01:44:23,840 --> 01:44:29,360
turn a doubt on third reading final
passes House male 46 clerk read a bill
913
01:44:29,360 --> 01:44:34,170
HB 46 by Bush relating to the execution
of a directive under the natural death
914
01:44:34,170 --> 01:44:39,840
act Jay right now mr. bush and mr. Baker
members this is the amendment we passed
915
01:44:39,840 --> 01:44:43,550
last time puts do into the national bed
lemonade sitting on I didn't move it
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916
01:44:43,550 --> 01:44:47,780
option on third reading maybe you heard
motion all of you in favor of final
917
01:44:47,780 --> 01:44:54,170
passage of House Bill for to 675 I go to
pose no House bill four to six final
918
01:44:54,170 --> 01:45:03,950
pass surely that third reading final
passage of House bill 290 one clerk read
919
01:45:03,950 --> 01:45:09,380
the bill HB 291 by Eagan Berg relating
to the purchase of handguns from the
920
01:45:09,380 --> 01:45:14,300
state by retiring state peace officers
Jay recognized Michigan Burton the bill
921
01:45:14,300 --> 01:45:18,320
we had Thursday to allow peace officers
to purchase their weapon after 20 years
922
01:45:18,320 --> 01:45:22,370
or if they're killed in the line of duty
you move pastors maybe you heard the
923
01:45:22,370 --> 01:45:26,300
motion all those in favor final passage
of House Bill two nine and one signify
924
01:45:26,300 --> 01:45:38,180
by vote opposed no House bill 290 one
final pass you're laid out on third
925
01:45:38,180 --> 01:45:45,230
reading final passage
House bill 375 clerk read a bill HB 375
926
01:45:45,230 --> 01:45:48,770
by rights relating to the authority of
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the personnel representative of a
927
01:45:48,770 --> 01:45:54,410
dissident to institute proceedings to
determine airship right now mr. right in
928
01:45:54,410 --> 01:45:58,190
Section 49 a the probate code to allow
the personal representative to be an
929
01:45:58,190 --> 01:46:02,540
applicant at an airship proceeding maybe
you heard motion all those in favor
930
01:46:02,540 --> 01:46:10,100
final passage of House Bill 375 signify
by go to pose No House bill 375 finally
931
01:46:10,100 --> 01:46:18,670
passed turn a doubt on third reading and
final passes house beyond 972
932
01:46:18,670 --> 01:46:25,400
clerk read the bill HB 972 by Petra nil
and others relating to certain deadlines
933
01:46:25,400 --> 01:46:29,960
and it takes us Election Code affecting
the status of candidates right now much
934
01:46:29,960 --> 01:46:33,290
Matt Anela
mr. speaker members this is the bill
935
01:46:33,290 --> 01:46:38,150
that we passed out last Thursday which
deals with allowing additional time for
936
01:46:38,150 --> 01:46:42,410
certification other deadlines so that we
can mail out absentee ballots in a
937
01:46:42,410 --> 01:46:46,700
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timely fashion for overseas voters I
believe there will be a friendly
938
01:46:46,700 --> 01:46:50,870
amendment offer
this bill the following amendment quote
939
01:46:50,870 --> 01:46:56,150
read the amendment
and then it by Hill and Stannis Wallis J
940
01:46:56,150 --> 01:47:03,500
recognizer mr. Pat no you won't explain
the amendment what this amendment does
941
01:47:03,500 --> 01:47:07,850
is change some of the objections that
the two political parties have raised
942
01:47:07,850 --> 01:47:12,679
allows the state executive committees of
either political party to certify the
943
01:47:12,679 --> 01:47:16,130
candidates and therefore the party
conventions would still remain at the
944
01:47:16,130 --> 01:47:19,850
same times that they're currently
allowed maybe you've heard the amendment
945
01:47:19,850 --> 01:47:23,570
is there any objection to the adoption
of the amendment the chair is now the
946
01:47:23,570 --> 01:47:28,659
amendment is adopted
question on his own passions moment
947
01:47:28,659 --> 01:47:34,389
flesh nails on final passage of House
Bill 972 all those in favor signify by
948
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01:47:34,389 --> 01:47:43,429
throat opposed no House bill 1972
finally pass chair lay down on second
949
01:47:43,429 --> 01:47:52,429
reading HJ r29 clerk read the bill HJ
r29 by Cody proposing a constitutional
950
01:47:52,429 --> 01:47:57,110
amendment relating to the powers of
state chartered banks okay right now mr.
951
01:47:57,110 --> 01:48:09,130
Cody the speaker members HJ are 29 is a
joint resolution which simply will put
952
01:48:09,130 --> 01:48:15,679
parity between state banks and national
banks first of all let me read what
953
01:48:15,679 --> 01:48:21,830
we're doing here in amending article 16
section 16 it says the corporate body
954
01:48:21,830 --> 01:48:25,429
created by virtue of the power granted
by this section notwithstanding any
955
01:48:25,429 --> 01:48:30,350
other provision this section has the
same rights and that are or may be
956
01:48:30,350 --> 01:48:35,210
granted to national banks of the United
States and mr. speaker there is a
957
01:48:35,210 --> 01:48:41,120
committee amendment and I'd like to lay
that out at this time following a
958
01:48:41,120 --> 01:48:47,540
committee amendment clerk already
amendment committee amendment and my
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959
01:48:47,540 --> 01:48:54,590
Wallis share right now mr. Cole explain
the amendment the speaker and members
960
01:48:54,590 --> 01:48:59,340
what this corrective amendment does he
just adds two
961
01:48:59,340 --> 01:49:02,460
the following words to the end of the
sentence that I just got through reading
962
01:49:02,460 --> 01:49:08,190
in section 1 see that says domiciled in
this state we wanted to make sure that
963
01:49:08,190 --> 01:49:14,670
we were talking about banks domiciled in
the state remembers what we have here in
964
01:49:14,670 --> 01:49:18,870
this day and time is you're well aware
is the fact that we've got a blurred
965
01:49:18,870 --> 01:49:26,280
banking image and with savings and loans
credit unions mortgage firms going into
966
01:49:26,280 --> 01:49:30,930
the banking business we're simply trying
to get a competitive stance and what's
967
01:49:30,930 --> 01:49:37,200
what hjr 29 simply does is going to give
equality and it's going to preserve it
968
01:49:37,200 --> 01:49:41,970
if we're going to keep our dual banking
system in this state this is the
969
01:49:41,970 --> 01:49:48,720
approach it's needed consequently what
we're going to do with hjr 29 is simply
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970
01:49:48,720 --> 01:49:55,740
allow state banks the right to
participate and the right to compete mr.
971
01:49:55,740 --> 01:50:01,170
speaker mr. Kemp
I yield the MS Cody it's just a moment I
972
01:50:01,170 --> 01:50:06,750
will speak German does not yield test
time miss Kim what we will have here of
973
01:50:06,750 --> 01:50:15,360
course is protecting the integrity of
the state dual banking system and it
974
01:50:15,360 --> 01:50:21,870
will allow the banking commission and
the commissioner if needed to simply
975
01:50:21,870 --> 01:50:27,540
make decisions which may be necessary in
the event that the feds change and this
976
01:50:27,540 --> 01:50:30,720
is approximately what we're going to do
we'll send it to the people they're
977
01:50:30,720 --> 01:50:33,960
going to make the ultimate decision of
course since we're amending the
978
01:50:33,960 --> 01:50:39,150
Constitution and this is what we're
going to do here is simply give the
979
01:50:39,150 --> 01:50:43,110
banking commission and the banking
commissioner the flexibility to make the
980
01:50:43,110 --> 01:50:49,650
moves necessary and should that time
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come while we are not in session during
981
01:50:49,650 --> 01:50:55,200
the interim then they could act and save
any possible delay I'll yield this time
982
01:50:55,200 --> 01:50:59,160
my speaker one moment mr. Coe do you
still are speaking on the amendment mr.
983
01:50:59,160 --> 01:51:05,370
Cody have you passed that I'm past that
okay remember this adopt the amendment
984
01:51:05,370 --> 01:51:08,940
is there any objection to the adoption
of the amendment chair none the
985
01:51:08,940 --> 01:51:15,670
committee amendment is adopted
Germany OHS Thomas Gambel mr. Cody Texas
986
01:51:15,670 --> 01:51:20,050
has had an inordinate number of banking
scandals in the past and I could mention
987
01:51:20,050 --> 01:51:23,620
the number of my name I guess sharp
sound is one of the more famous ones and
988
01:51:23,620 --> 01:51:29,350
and this bill sounds to me like it has
has the effect of blanket change in the
989
01:51:29,350 --> 01:51:32,320
way the state banks will be able to
conduct themselves because they'll be
990
01:51:32,320 --> 01:51:36,010
able to start conducting themselves
under the same rules and regulations as
991
01:51:36,010 --> 01:51:40,210
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the national banks isn't this opening
the door and it doesn't have the effect
992
01:51:40,210 --> 01:51:43,720
of repealing some of the reform
legislation that was passed as a result
993
01:51:43,720 --> 01:51:48,340
of sharp sound and other similar
scandals in a state banking system no
994
01:51:48,340 --> 01:51:55,720
mr. Kemp I don't think so at all what we
are simply saying here is we cannot
995
01:51:55,720 --> 01:52:01,120
anticipate and as you're well aware of
course Congress is the one who makes the
996
01:52:01,120 --> 01:52:06,250
rules for the national banks operating
here and Congress can make any necessary
997
01:52:06,250 --> 01:52:11,110
changes any time that they see fit and
what we're trying to do here is just
998
01:52:11,110 --> 01:52:16,510
simply giving the banking Commission the
authority mr. Kemp to act if he needs to
999
01:52:16,510 --> 01:52:21,790
this is what we're saying we just want
to be competitive and and this is
1000
01:52:21,790 --> 01:52:30,370
something we have to almost do mr. Kemp
today we've got 750 state banks we've
1001
01:52:30,370 --> 01:52:35,980
got a little over 700 national banks
with a hundred charters being have been
1002
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01:52:35,980 --> 01:52:39,760
granted and during the process of being
issued and to answer your question no
1003
01:52:39,760 --> 01:52:44,050
sir no this in no way would take away
any matters from the banking commission
1004
01:52:44,050 --> 01:52:47,860
and the people who work there if
anything I think it's going to keep them
1005
01:52:47,860 --> 01:52:52,000
more competitive and on their toes mr.
Kemp okay and as far as protecting the
1006
01:52:52,000 --> 01:52:55,270
the people who have their money into
banks or who I've invested in stocks in
1007
01:52:55,270 --> 01:52:58,870
the banks those measures that the
legislators have taken in the past to
1008
01:52:58,870 --> 01:53:03,700
protect us from the scandals like sharps
down will be built into this system as
1009
01:53:03,700 --> 01:53:06,520
well in the US Congress will take care
of the sort of problems that the
1010
01:53:06,520 --> 01:53:10,330
Legislature's had to take care of in the
past well I can't speak for Congress now
1011
01:53:10,330 --> 01:53:14,680
mr. Kemp oh and what they're going to do
but I'm willing to say here that I'll
1012
01:53:14,680 --> 01:53:19,150
put full trust in the integrity and the
efficiency of the banking commission yes
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1013
01:53:19,150 --> 01:53:21,670
sir
you're not going to see that we're not
1014
01:53:21,670 --> 01:53:24,130
going to we're not changing anything mr.
camp
1015
01:53:24,130 --> 01:53:28,690
all we're doing we're simply saying that
we're going to give them the authority
1016
01:53:28,690 --> 01:53:37,270
to do this thank you Thank You mr.
chairman mr. speaker i move passage
1017
01:53:37,270 --> 01:53:43,110
third reading and I'll need a a record
vote on this mr. speaker get it
1018
01:53:52,590 --> 01:53:58,750
remembers the questions are has on the
adoption and passage of House Joint
1019
01:53:58,750 --> 01:54:04,179
Resolution 29 that's a record vote all
those in favor vote aye those opposed
1020
01:54:04,179 --> 01:54:08,280
vote no to record vote the clerk will
ring the bell
1021
01:54:24,760 --> 01:54:33,670
so Miss Halliwell vote and I show mr.
Gore sailboat and I remember will give
1022
01:54:33,670 --> 01:54:36,780
you time to vote from you desk
1023
01:54:45,280 --> 01:54:52,119
Silvestre Cobra Bowden I have all
members voted so with J Gibson boat and
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1024
01:54:52,119 --> 01:55:01,420
I so miss Edwards and held Edwards
voting I have all members voting all
1025
01:55:01,420 --> 01:55:09,280
members voted there'd be 126 eyes eight
nose seven president not voting eight
1026
01:55:09,280 --> 01:55:12,420
yard
twenty-nine
1027
01:55:22,289 --> 01:55:27,690
Pierre laid out on the second reading
hjr for clerk read the bill
1028
01:55:27,690 --> 01:55:31,869
har four by bush proposing a
constitutional amendment relating to the
1029
01:55:31,869 --> 01:55:35,739
state commission on Judicial Conduct and
the authority and procedure discipline
1030
01:55:35,739 --> 01:55:39,309
active judges certain retired and former
judges and certain masters and
1031
01:55:39,309 --> 01:55:45,460
magistrates of the courts cherrick now
mr. Bush playing Israel mr. speaker and
1032
01:55:45,460 --> 01:55:51,400
members this particular resolution
amends the section of the Constitution
1033
01:55:51,400 --> 01:55:56,559
which deals with the disciplining of the
judiciary and then particularly the
1034
01:55:56,559 --> 01:56:02,559
Judicial Conduct Commission as many of
you know the House Select Committee on
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1035
01:56:02,559 --> 01:56:06,760
judicial selection which was a
bipartisan committee with lawyers and
1036
01:56:06,760 --> 01:56:12,010
non-lawyers and a number of the members
of our legislature did an extensive
1037
01:56:12,010 --> 01:56:16,449
review of the judiciary last summer and
recommended some changes in the Judicial
1038
01:56:16,449 --> 01:56:20,530
Conduct Commission in the section of
Constitution that governor's governs
1039
01:56:20,530 --> 01:56:25,679
that Commission in addition the
Judiciary Committee of the house the
1040
01:56:25,679 --> 01:56:31,349
Committee on Judicial Affairs have
reviewed and approved either the
1041
01:56:31,349 --> 01:56:35,219
constitutional amendment and the
enabling legislation that is proposed
1042
01:56:35,219 --> 01:56:40,210
briefly the number of judges on the
Commission has not changed but we add a
1043
01:56:40,210 --> 01:56:44,139
municipal court judge and a county court
of law judge instead of a district judge
1044
01:56:44,139 --> 01:56:49,719
in the court of appeals judge reducing
their numbers by one in addition we
1045
01:56:49,719 --> 01:56:55,940
expand the type of conduct meriting
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disciplinary action to include
1046
01:56:55,940 --> 01:57:00,900
incompetence for one thing which has not
previously been a ground for removal we
1047
01:57:00,900 --> 01:57:05,580
also rank there for purpose if we have a
little better honor or could the
1048
01:57:05,580 --> 01:57:12,210
gentleman speak up on something let's do
a little both miss right there members
1049
01:57:12,210 --> 01:57:17,220
let's give mr. Bush your attention mr.
Bush maybe you can speak up a little bit
1050
01:57:17,220 --> 01:57:22,860
also all right thank you as I was saying
as Speaker members we apply discipline
1051
01:57:22,860 --> 01:57:27,690
not only to judges who are sitting on
the bench but to masters or magistrates
1052
01:57:27,690 --> 01:57:32,550
who now in many of our urban areas
conduct judicial proceedings and who
1053
01:57:32,550 --> 01:57:35,550
have been left out of the prior
constitutional amendment and would now
1054
01:57:35,550 --> 01:57:40,140
be included under this provision in
addition to increasing the grounds for
1055
01:57:40,140 --> 01:57:45,239
discipline we also in the Constitution
provide an additional set of remedies
1056
01:57:45,239 --> 01:57:49,470
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which give more flexibility in dealing
with errant judges than we presently
1057
01:57:49,470 --> 01:57:56,940
have we would be allowed to provide for
a little broader scope of action finally
1058
01:57:56,940 --> 01:58:00,560
and one of the most important changes
instead of having the Supreme Court
1059
01:58:00,560 --> 01:58:09,230
review the action of the Commission a
seven judge a court of appeals panel
1060
01:58:09,230 --> 01:58:13,350
chosen by lot would replace the Supreme
Court as the body to make this review
1061
01:58:13,350 --> 01:58:17,190
and the Supreme Court under the
substantial evidence rule would review
1062
01:58:17,190 --> 01:58:23,070
that body's findings if necessary the
final thing that we've done here is to
1063
01:58:23,070 --> 01:58:29,880
provide that the legislature and in
future will be able to deal more broadly
1064
01:58:29,880 --> 01:58:36,540
with the laws necessary to further this
section of the Constitution so that we
1065
01:58:36,540 --> 01:58:39,660
won't be coming back to you again
hopefully with a constitutional
1066
01:58:39,660 --> 01:58:43,530
amendment as we've had to do previously
because the law doesn't let us make laws
1067
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01:58:43,530 --> 01:58:51,720
to conform this the rules to the law of
a constitution by way of information the
1068
01:58:51,720 --> 01:58:55,890
Supreme Court has acted in providing
rules for the removal retirement of
1069
01:58:55,890 --> 01:59:00,350
judges and they are also now included as
under this constitutional provision
1070
01:59:00,350 --> 01:59:03,989
unless our questions I move adoption of
this constitutional amendment mr.
1071
01:59:03,989 --> 01:59:06,110
speaker
1072
01:59:07,679 --> 01:59:13,869
the question is on adoption and final
passage hjr for all those in favor vote
1073
01:59:13,869 --> 01:59:31,300
aye those opposed vote no it's a record
vote clerk reading the mail so much
1074
01:59:31,300 --> 01:59:42,400
Chris voting on so much y'all voted out
so much buyers voting aye
1075
01:59:42,400 --> 01:59:56,980
so mr. Gore Silvan and I still miss
Pierce voting aye mister we didn't vote
1076
01:59:56,980 --> 02:00:10,179
and I of all members voting of all
members voting they're being 141 eyes
1077
02:00:10,179 --> 02:00:19,239
one no one president not voting har for
finally passed thank you Miss speaker
1078
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02:00:19,239 --> 02:00:21,539
and members
1079
02:00:31,469 --> 02:00:39,810
chair they don't second reading house Bo
7:30 look read a bill HB 7:30 by Evans
1080
02:00:39,810 --> 02:00:43,560
of Terrence relating to the validity of
signatures on voters petitions in
1081
02:00:43,560 --> 02:00:46,560
certain elections okay right now miss
Evans
1082
02:00:46,560 --> 02:00:52,610
it's bigger members House bill 730 deals
with a format whereby petitions that are
1083
02:00:52,610 --> 02:00:57,920
passed around in the municipalities and
the governmental entities in the state
1084
02:00:57,920 --> 02:01:03,090
gives the format whereby they would have
their signature their voter registration
1085
02:01:03,090 --> 02:01:07,770
address and etc the whole purpose of
this is to verify those petitions in a
1086
02:01:07,770 --> 02:01:12,690
lot quicker manner and I believe there
are a couple of amendments to it and
1087
02:01:12,690 --> 02:01:17,040
I'll be happy to answer any questions
mr. Smith miss speaker miss me what
1088
02:01:17,040 --> 02:01:23,429
purpose was gentleman yield are you miss
man mr. Evans this not only applies to
1089
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02:01:23,429 --> 02:01:27,750
roll back elections under the Texas
election or education code but it would
1090
02:01:27,750 --> 02:01:32,790
also apply to roll back elections under
our property tax code what did not I
1091
02:01:32,790 --> 02:01:37,409
believe it would since it's the latest
pass statute the property tax which we
1092
02:01:37,409 --> 02:01:42,090
passed last time I was discussing that
with mr. Peavey toe earlier and he said
1093
02:01:42,090 --> 02:01:46,230
that he would either like to take it out
of the property tax code or put an area
1094
02:01:46,230 --> 02:01:50,429
in the tax code that would require this
format and I would rather have it in
1095
02:01:50,429 --> 02:01:54,480
rather than to take it out could you
give me an example since I haven't had
1096
02:01:54,480 --> 02:01:58,469
time to get the election code all the
property tax code to review how many of
1097
02:01:58,469 --> 02:02:03,060
these restrictions on a petition
signature do we have now under those two
1098
02:02:03,060 --> 02:02:06,960
situations I'm primarily just here
sitting the rollback election process
1099
02:02:06,960 --> 02:02:12,870
well of course I'm not sure about the
you were talking about two codes the
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1100
02:02:12,870 --> 02:02:17,580
election code this goes in the election
cutting education code and the education
1101
02:02:17,580 --> 02:02:21,330
does it by education this would become a
part of the election code now the
1102
02:02:21,330 --> 02:02:26,760
property tax rollback would just allow
10% of the signatures this does not
1103
02:02:26,760 --> 02:02:31,020
affect the number of signatures no I'm
talking about the qualifications what
1104
02:02:31,020 --> 02:02:35,489
what's the present law as far as any
qualifications that are placed on a a
1105
02:02:35,489 --> 02:02:39,810
person signature under a rollback a tax
rollback election area
1106
02:02:39,810 --> 02:02:45,060
there is no format no requirements
rather than just that 10% of the
1107
02:02:45,060 --> 02:02:48,930
signatures would be on a petition the
problem with that and I have some
1108
02:02:48,930 --> 02:02:52,430
samples down here if you'd like to look
at them is they come in they sign it and
1109
02:02:52,430 --> 02:02:58,050
that's all that they have to go by and
then the secretaries or the election
1110
02:02:58,050 --> 02:03:01,890
officer must verify those signatures
making sure that they're valid within
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1111
02:03:01,890 --> 02:03:05,820
the municipality and within the other
things what this will do will allow them
1112
02:03:05,820 --> 02:03:10,290
to verify much quicker so that they
would have the valid signatures surely I
1113
02:03:10,290 --> 02:03:15,390
don't have any problem with some of this
stuff but I do think that a voter a lot
1114
02:03:15,390 --> 02:03:20,280
of voters don't carry their registration
card around with them and I'm afraid
1115
02:03:20,280 --> 02:03:23,400
that if we require the registration
number aren't we going to make it much
1116
02:03:23,400 --> 02:03:27,450
more difficult for people to circulate
these petitions I don't think it would
1117
02:03:27,450 --> 02:03:31,560
make it much more difficult to circulate
those petitions what it's going to do is
1118
02:03:31,560 --> 02:03:36,180
the circulator would have the name and
address so that they could verify it
1119
02:03:36,180 --> 02:03:41,520
printed and signed also it does require
and this and the statute does require a
1120
02:03:41,520 --> 02:03:45,840
voter registration because they must be
a registered
1121
02:03:45,840 --> 02:03:52,200
yeah but it you could have a list those
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lists are very inexpensive today at a
1122
02:03:52,200 --> 02:03:57,090
dollar a precinct whereby someone who is
circulating a petition could could
1123
02:03:57,090 --> 02:04:01,530
verify it very quickly and get the
number off of it let me ask you this was
1124
02:04:01,530 --> 02:04:06,330
this legislation asked for by anybody
suggested yes it was it was asked for I
1125
02:04:06,330 --> 02:04:11,910
am carrying it for the city secretaries
associated see secretary and clerk's
1126
02:04:11,910 --> 02:04:20,100
association Thank You mr. Evans Baker
gentlemen you are you miss peep-toe tell
1127
02:04:20,100 --> 02:04:24,960
me it'll miss people don't charlie I've
used to do after I visited with mr.
1128
02:04:24,960 --> 02:04:30,360
Smith and you've agreed
tomorrow on third reading if the bill
1129
02:04:30,360 --> 02:04:36,990
passes which looks like it's going to to
accept an amendment so that these
1130
02:04:36,990 --> 02:04:41,280
requirements can be put in the property
tax code itself so anybody reading the
1131
02:04:41,280 --> 02:04:44,010
code would know what to do that's
correct
1132
02:04:44,010 --> 02:04:49,980
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and if for some reason we can't put that
amendment on you're willing to take the
1133
02:04:49,980 --> 02:04:52,860
tax code out from under it I would
rather not take
1134
02:04:52,860 --> 02:04:56,520
now from under it I think we could work
an amendment where it would be included
1135
02:04:56,520 --> 02:05:00,810
in my property times what I'm saying
charlie if for some reason we can't work
1136
02:05:00,810 --> 02:05:04,980
an amendment for third reading
I cannot imagine we not being able to
1137
02:05:04,980 --> 02:05:09,719
but I understand but if we can't I don't
want to commit Michael I think I can
1138
02:05:09,719 --> 02:05:14,190
draw an amendment they would put it in
there all right well we don't have time
1139
02:05:14,190 --> 02:05:16,770
today to get it drawn but what I'm
worried about
1140
02:05:16,770 --> 02:05:20,130
yeah you brought it to me about five
minutes ago right we didn't have time if
1141
02:05:20,130 --> 02:05:23,820
that's correct but what I'm worried
about we don't want to put something
1142
02:05:23,820 --> 02:05:28,889
over the election code it's going to
apply to a row by collection and some
1143
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02:05:28,889 --> 02:05:34,020
citizen reads the tax code and thinks
he's doing everything he needs to do in
1144
02:05:34,020 --> 02:05:38,070
order to have a rollback that's correct
I do not it's not an attempt to confuse
1145
02:05:38,070 --> 02:05:42,780
in any ways you don't know all right
so I'll draw an amendment tonight to put
1146
02:05:42,780 --> 02:05:48,440
it in there so that we can take it on
third reading okay okay
1147
02:05:50,780 --> 02:05:54,210
they follow an amendment clerk read the
amendment
1148
02:05:54,210 --> 02:06:01,949
a minute and I Russell Jerry glad mr.
Russell for an amendment mr. speaker
1149
02:06:01,949 --> 02:06:07,409
members what this amendment does if you
will notice subdivision 3 deals with
1150
02:06:07,409 --> 02:06:14,369
verifying the signatures by statistical
sample presently the the last sentence
1151
02:06:14,369 --> 02:06:18,540
reads however the sample may not be
fewer than 1000 signatures or less than
1152
02:06:18,540 --> 02:06:22,110
1% of the total number of signatures
appearing on the petition whichever is
1153
02:06:22,110 --> 02:06:25,800
greater
what my amendment does is changes the
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1154
02:06:25,800 --> 02:06:32,159
one percent to 25 percent in an effort
to give what I think would be a better
1155
02:06:32,159 --> 02:06:37,889
sample and verification on the
signatures on the petition it is
1156
02:06:37,889 --> 02:06:42,530
acceptable to the author and I would
move its adoption
1157
02:06:42,530 --> 02:06:47,070
mr. Russell sends up an amendment it's
acceptable to the author is any of
1158
02:06:47,070 --> 02:06:53,610
jetsons the adoption of the amendment
chair here is none sorted the following
1159
02:06:53,610 --> 02:06:59,790
amendment clerk will read the amendment
amended by green chair right now mr.
1160
02:06:59,790 --> 02:07:03,449
green explain his amendment speaker
member is this little acceptable
1161
02:07:03,449 --> 02:07:06,590
amendment that just moved the effective
date to January 1 19
1162
02:07:06,590 --> 02:07:11,720
before the act miss green sends out from
amendment the amendment is acceptable by
1163
02:07:11,720 --> 02:07:16,220
the author is any objections to the
adoption of the amendment chairs none
1164
02:07:16,220 --> 02:07:20,600
the amendment is adopted
question out on passage the third
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1165
02:07:20,600 --> 02:07:26,920
reading in House bill 730 all those in
favor signify by they would oppose no
1166
02:07:26,920 --> 02:07:33,170
House bill 730 passes third reading
Cheryl a 10 on second reading House bill
1167
02:07:33,170 --> 02:07:40,910
642 court read you read a bill HB 642 by
Willis relating to awarding the Texas
1168
02:07:40,910 --> 02:07:46,150
Department of Human Resources fees for
court-ordered social studies mr. Willis
1169
02:07:46,150 --> 02:07:50,570
mr. speaker and members I have to
present time under the Family Code on
1170
02:07:50,570 --> 02:07:55,340
these cases involving child abuse and
child production with regard to custody
1171
02:07:55,340 --> 02:08:01,700
and adoption at the present time the
court appoints a kin apart a guardian ad
1172
02:08:01,700 --> 02:08:07,970
litem and that's the sisters cost but
during the past few years the Department
1173
02:08:07,970 --> 02:08:12,260
of Human Resources have had to provide
investigators and make investigations
1174
02:08:12,260 --> 02:08:17,510
for these very at these cases at a cost
of about from 200 to $300 on each
1175
02:08:17,510 --> 02:08:22,580
individual case anytime that you have a
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case that involves a custody or adoption
1176
02:08:22,580 --> 02:08:27,320
or support of the child and somebody
asks for that investigation if the
1177
02:08:27,320 --> 02:08:31,610
Department of Human Resources makes it
and they've been making it two or three
1178
02:08:31,610 --> 02:08:36,050
or four hundred a year why that expense
has to be borne by the Department of
1179
02:08:36,050 --> 02:08:40,610
Human Resources that it comes out of the
Child Protection Fund the only thing and
1180
02:08:40,610 --> 02:08:44,900
in going over stating and you having
these hearing on child abuse well we had
1181
02:08:44,900 --> 02:08:48,200
a lot of testimony to the effect to say
well why don't you why do you make the
1182
02:08:48,200 --> 02:08:53,720
taxpayers pay for that investigation you
make the department Human Resources pay
1183
02:08:53,720 --> 02:08:58,520
for it and that's a several hundred
thousand dollars a year that could be
1184
02:08:58,520 --> 02:09:02,420
used on child abuse of a child
protection so that's why this bill was
1185
02:09:02,420 --> 02:09:07,850
drawn and in fact the Department of
Human Resources deleted their request
1186
02:09:07,850 --> 02:09:13,400
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for funds to the extent of about
$300,000 for each year ah mr. speaker
1187
02:09:13,400 --> 02:09:19,730
what Stan as well as well purpose yes I
understand mr. Willis can you tell me
1188
02:09:19,730 --> 02:09:23,590
when the
when the DHR when you say they are
1189
02:09:23,590 --> 02:09:30,280
oftentimes selected who besides the DHR
is authorized or of what caliber and
1190
02:09:30,280 --> 02:09:33,880
what nature is their service to do that
function besides the DHR that's a real
1191
02:09:33,880 --> 02:09:37,510
good question anybody that's a judge
anybody missed a law that the judge
1192
02:09:37,510 --> 02:09:41,170
selects he select anybody wants to I
mean it could be you or I or any other
1193
02:09:41,170 --> 02:09:45,550
agency right Oh another thing this bill
does if he does select a state agency
1194
02:09:45,550 --> 02:09:51,610
while he context it is cost and you and
I don't have to pay for it does this
1195
02:09:51,610 --> 02:09:56,380
money that you want to go directly to
the DHR if the judge selects you RI to
1196
02:09:56,380 --> 02:10:00,850
conduct that study than the fields given
directly to us what they did instead of
1197
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02:10:00,850 --> 02:10:06,250
asking for $300,000 in the in their
budget per year for the event to pay for
1198
02:10:06,250 --> 02:10:11,230
these investigations well they left it
out thinking that no one would would be
1199
02:10:11,230 --> 02:10:14,560
opposed to such a bill is this but
whoever conducts that study is paid
1200
02:10:14,560 --> 02:10:20,710
directly yes sir that's right sure yes
sir can you tell me how often when there
1201
02:10:20,710 --> 02:10:26,560
is a study authorized by a judge what
percentage of the time the DHR does
1202
02:10:26,560 --> 02:10:31,780
those studies no sir I can't tell you
exactly but mr. Barker wife says if they
1203
02:10:31,780 --> 02:10:35,860
do they do enough of them that it's
costing the taxpayers four or five
1204
02:10:35,860 --> 02:10:44,050
hundred thousand dollars a year and this
would require every time if this bill
1205
02:10:44,050 --> 02:10:48,250
simply would require that when a study
has made by the Department of Human
1206
02:10:48,250 --> 02:10:54,790
Resources that the judge should assess
the amount of the investigation say was
1207
02:10:54,790 --> 02:10:59,830
$200 he would assess it to the losing
litigant and they do the same thing at
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1208
02:10:59,830 --> 02:11:03,910
the present time on the appointed
guardian ad litem will it require a
1209
02:11:03,910 --> 02:11:08,740
study in every instance no no sir
no no statistic wretched of the judge
1210
02:11:08,740 --> 02:11:13,420
okay and right now the judges have the
discretion whether they may or may not
1211
02:11:13,420 --> 02:11:17,170
authorize these studies that's right and
we're taking that away from the judges
1212
02:11:17,170 --> 02:11:20,890
that's right sir it was regarded
Department human only with regard to the
1213
02:11:20,890 --> 02:11:24,550
taxpayers only with guard to the money
that your people and my people are
1214
02:11:24,550 --> 02:11:29,410
paying out and it is that if the
Department of Human Resources makes this
1215
02:11:29,410 --> 02:11:33,880
study it's got to be paid for by tax
funds that you and I
1216
02:11:33,880 --> 02:11:37,540
and of course we get a part of it from
the federal government okay under the
1217
02:11:37,540 --> 02:11:40,540
the current legislation the way it is
now if that study is authorized and
1218
02:11:40,540 --> 02:11:45,969
there was a fee mandated by the judge
then that money goes to the local
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1219
02:11:45,969 --> 02:11:49,870
Department of Human Resources yours
would place it in the in the the overall
1220
02:11:49,870 --> 02:11:52,900
general revenue fund of the Department
of Human Resources rather than that
1221
02:11:52,900 --> 02:11:58,980
local say the unit that's right if the
judge if the judge if the judge
1222
02:11:58,980 --> 02:12:02,980
designates some local agency to do the
study though this bill doesn't cover it
1223
02:12:02,980 --> 02:12:06,850
top side or bottom but now it goes to
the the local agency yours would change
1224
02:12:06,850 --> 02:12:11,320
and it would go to the to the parent
agency well no my bill doesn't change
1225
02:12:11,320 --> 02:12:15,429
that at all the only thing this bill
does is this it just says that in these
1226
02:12:15,429 --> 02:12:21,790
cases that involve adoption the support
of children that in the event that the
1227
02:12:21,790 --> 02:12:27,730
judge designates the Department of Human
Resources to make the social study that
1228
02:12:27,730 --> 02:12:33,460
he shall designate that he shall say to
the losing litigant that you gonna have
1229
02:12:33,460 --> 02:12:36,699
to pay for it instead of making the
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taxpayers pay for it at the present time
1230
02:12:36,699 --> 02:12:41,650
every time the investigation is made by
the Department of Human Resources way it
1231
02:12:41,650 --> 02:12:46,300
comes down out of taxpayers money it's
gonna save us about three or four
1232
02:12:46,300 --> 02:12:49,270
hundred thousand dollars a year and that
money's going to come back to to the
1233
02:12:49,270 --> 02:12:55,210
austin office to be spent by the rather
than the local unit no sir they just the
1234
02:12:55,210 --> 02:12:58,690
Department of Human Resources just cut
their budget by three hundred thousand
1235
02:12:58,690 --> 02:13:02,679
dollars now if this bill doesn't pass
and I understand that it's only in tenth
1236
02:13:02,679 --> 02:13:06,969
calendar and the Senate at the present
time this bill bill doesn't press why
1237
02:13:06,969 --> 02:13:11,139
miss Tyler we're gonna have to put in
some more money in the in the in the pot
1238
02:13:11,139 --> 02:13:17,730
for the department you making sort mr.
speaker with the gentleman you PMS we
1239
02:13:17,730 --> 02:13:23,620
understand mr. Willis on your particular
bill is this mainly aimed at the
1240
02:13:23,620 --> 02:13:29,080
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situations where the DHR has to
investigate child abuse cases and a
1241
02:13:29,080 --> 02:13:33,280
social study is required by the court in
that type of situation yes ma'am
1242
02:13:33,280 --> 02:13:39,960
okay it's my understanding that once a
complaint has been filed d HR is manda
1243
02:13:39,960 --> 02:13:45,600
to investigate is that correct I don't
know because they're all kind of
1244
02:13:45,600 --> 02:13:53,000
complaints filed with DHR this this this
this bill here just refers to adoption
1245
02:13:53,000 --> 02:13:57,750
custody and supportive child
where you have a parent-child
1246
02:13:57,750 --> 02:14:02,580
relationship involved okay but it would
not then take those situations where you
1247
02:14:02,580 --> 02:14:07,280
have general abuse and the DHR is
investigating a general abuse complaint
1248
02:14:07,280 --> 02:14:11,430
not unless it devolved one of these
three things as the statutes present it
1249
02:14:11,430 --> 02:14:14,430
written
okay then custody then would have to be
1250
02:14:14,430 --> 02:14:18,540
the issue and a termination might be
broad in that type of situation is that
1251
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02:14:18,540 --> 02:14:23,670
correct okay but the general abuse cases
would not come in where the department
1252
02:14:23,670 --> 02:14:31,620
is simply investigating a child thank
you remember the question on page two
1253
02:14:31,620 --> 02:14:39,739
third reading a House bill 642 all those
in favor signify by those opposed no
1254
02:14:39,739 --> 02:14:44,630
House bill 642 passage third reading
1255
02:14:47,330 --> 02:14:56,430
cheering a dot a House bill 639 clerk
read the bill HB 639 by Hill related to
1256
02:14:56,430 --> 02:15:01,489
the federal post card application for an
absentee ballot okay right now mr. Hill
1257
02:15:01,489 --> 02:15:05,880
mr. speaker members House bill 639
relates to the federal post card
1258
02:15:05,880 --> 02:15:12,780
application currently when an overseas
voter registers to vote on that federal
1259
02:15:12,780 --> 02:15:17,730
postcard he registers to vote and
request an absentee ballot the law
1260
02:15:17,730 --> 02:15:22,560
currently says that a notary has to
verify that signature it's almost
1261
02:15:22,560 --> 02:15:26,760
impossible for many of these people that
are overseas to have access to a notary
1262
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02:15:26,760 --> 02:15:31,290
and because of a request from the
federal voting assistance program in
1263
02:15:31,290 --> 02:15:35,070
Washington they have asked that we
delete this requirement I think there's
1264
02:15:35,070 --> 02:15:40,110
one amendment to be added to the bill
following amendment don't read the
1265
02:15:40,110 --> 02:15:50,200
amendment amendment by echoes and
Patchen Ella she recognized echoes
1266
02:15:50,200 --> 02:15:55,730
members what this amendment does and
it's acceptable to the author is says
1267
02:15:55,730 --> 02:15:59,420
that if you are going to be voting
absentee that you don't have to use the
1268
02:15:59,420 --> 02:16:05,660
u.s. mails to go overseas that you can
use it by the first section allows you
1269
02:16:05,660 --> 02:16:09,950
to mail to an address in the United
States for forwarding to delivery to the
1270
02:16:09,950 --> 02:16:14,210
voter at a location outside the United
States what this does is allows them to
1271
02:16:14,210 --> 02:16:17,540
go in a company courier or by the
military forces they can carry the
1272
02:16:17,540 --> 02:16:22,550
packages overseas the second says that
they may return it by contract carrier
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1273
02:16:22,550 --> 02:16:26,510
regulated common carrier rather than by
u.s. mails because it's in the last
1274
02:16:26,510 --> 02:16:31,130
election some of the mail services to
China was taken six or eight months we
1275
02:16:31,130 --> 02:16:34,670
weren't able to have people vote in the
last election person who sends up from
1276
02:16:34,670 --> 02:16:38,030
amendment the amendment is acceptable to
the author and the question is on the
1277
02:16:38,030 --> 02:16:41,960
adoption of the amendment all those in
favor of daps another amendment signify
1278
02:16:41,960 --> 02:16:48,980
by those opposed no amendment is adopted
question on passes third reading house
1279
02:16:48,980 --> 02:16:57,200
bill 639 all those in favor signify by
old opposed no House bill 639 passed the
1280
02:16:57,200 --> 02:17:01,160
third reading Cheryl a general second
reading
1281
02:17:01,160 --> 02:17:07,969
House bill 131 clerk read the bill HB
131 by Watson relating to workers
1282
02:17:07,969 --> 02:17:13,940
compensation and funeral benefits mr.
Watson mr. speaker and members this is
1283
02:17:13,940 --> 02:17:19,790
House bill 131 increases the minimum
funeral benefits paid under workers comp
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1284
02:17:19,790 --> 02:17:28,099
from 12 $1,250 to $2,500 unless his
question I move the adoption question
1285
02:17:28,099 --> 02:17:34,280
passes third reading House bill 131 all
those in favor signify by those opposed
1286
02:17:34,280 --> 02:17:40,700
no I'll be a 131 passed a third reading
Thank You fair lady that on second
1287
02:17:40,700 --> 02:17:47,270
reading House bill 44 read a bill HB 44
by Bush relating to certain powers
1288
02:17:47,270 --> 02:17:50,330
duties and procedures of the state
commission on judicial conduct and the
1289
02:17:50,330 --> 02:17:54,650
discipline of judges
okay recognize mr. Bush mr. speaker
1290
02:17:54,650 --> 02:17:59,090
members this is the companion bill to
the constitutional amendment it tracks
1291
02:17:59,090 --> 02:18:01,410
the same language in the constitutional
amendment in the
1292
02:18:01,410 --> 02:18:07,740
on the first page for willful violations
of the texas penal statutes the Code of
1293
02:18:07,740 --> 02:18:14,130
Judicial Conduct or incompetence and
performance of duties in addition deals
1294
02:18:14,130 --> 02:18:17,670
with the confidentiality the papers and
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records file with the Commission they
1295
02:18:17,670 --> 02:18:21,960
remain confidential until such time as
formal proceedings are actually
1296
02:18:21,960 --> 02:18:28,020
instituted and in progress and then they
lose their confidentiality this is a big
1297
02:18:28,020 --> 02:18:32,040
change because previously the records
before the Commission were confidential
1298
02:18:32,040 --> 02:18:36,719
and they did not become public until an
appeal to a court was taken as actually
1299
02:18:36,719 --> 02:18:41,730
in progress section 15 a gives
notification to the complaint that we've
1300
02:18:41,730 --> 02:18:45,900
not given before and that is the person
who files a complaint was never told
1301
02:18:45,900 --> 02:18:50,490
what happened to their complaints this
is a major reform to give the person who
1302
02:18:50,490 --> 02:18:55,080
actually filed a complaint against judge
information on what happened to the
1303
02:18:55,080 --> 02:19:00,060
complaint and you'll see there in line 9
there that they have to be devised that
1304
02:19:00,060 --> 02:19:04,010
it has no basis and has been dismissed
that appropriate action has been taken
1305
02:19:04,010 --> 02:19:07,770
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and the nature which will not be
disclosed if it's confidential
1306
02:19:07,770 --> 02:19:12,660
our formal proceedings have been
instituted so that the person who brings
1307
02:19:12,660 --> 02:19:17,429
the complaint will be under the law
advised of what action is taken by the
1308
02:19:17,429 --> 02:19:22,770
legislature finally finally the annual
report which has previously been
1309
02:19:22,770 --> 02:19:28,350
non-existent will now come into effect
we will now have an annual report to the
1310
02:19:28,350 --> 02:19:32,310
legislature of the actions of this
commission and they will be required to
1311
02:19:32,310 --> 02:19:38,010
advise us about their activities to
include the role of the Commission you
1312
02:19:38,010 --> 02:19:41,100
have more information statistical data
on the judges they've disciplined the
1313
02:19:41,100 --> 02:19:45,030
number of complaints and that sort of
thing which we are previously not known
1314
02:19:45,030 --> 02:19:51,510
unless we had an oversight hearing such
as we had last year finally we provide
1315
02:19:51,510 --> 02:19:56,521
money for the distribution of the report
which is not very expensive there are
1316
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02:19:56,521 --> 02:20:00,271
three committee amendments which must be
laid out at this time before we can take
1317
02:20:00,271 --> 02:20:05,040
action on the bill in general ass
following amendment clerk ready
1318
02:20:05,040 --> 02:20:12,210
amendment committeemen by ena Hilsa ok
right now mr. Bush to explain the
1319
02:20:12,210 --> 02:20:14,910
amendment this is the amendment that I
actually explained
1320
02:20:14,910 --> 02:20:20,430
to you in the original bill the
publicity of the act pending action
1321
02:20:20,430 --> 02:20:27,360
would take place at the time that the
formal complaint was actually set up for
1322
02:20:27,360 --> 02:20:32,580
hearing this will now provide that it
will not be formally exposed to the
1323
02:20:32,580 --> 02:20:37,050
public until the formal hearing and
other evidence are actually in progress
1324
02:20:37,050 --> 02:20:42,750
upon the convening of a formal hearing
move adoption of the amendment questions
1325
02:20:42,750 --> 02:20:45,540
on the adoption of the committee
amendment number one was there any
1326
02:20:45,540 --> 02:20:51,360
objection chairs no the committee
amendment is adopted following committee
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1327
02:20:51,360 --> 02:20:56,851
amendment clergy amendment committee
minute to by Hinojosa mr. Bush to
1328
02:20:56,851 --> 02:21:00,150
explain the amendment this amendment as
a corrective amendment and deletes
1329
02:21:00,150 --> 02:21:05,040
justices and judges the courts of this
state on page three move adoption of the
1330
02:21:05,040 --> 02:21:08,670
amendment questions on the adoption of
the committee amendment is there any
1331
02:21:08,670 --> 02:21:12,840
objection charrier known committee
amendment is adopted following committee
1332
02:21:12,840 --> 02:21:17,391
amendment clergy amendment committee
amendment 3 by he no sir
1333
02:21:17,391 --> 02:21:22,320
Bush playing the amendment a third
amendment inserts the word annual report
1334
02:21:22,320 --> 02:21:27,570
of the Texas Judicial Council between
thee and Texas on page 3 line to this
1335
02:21:27,570 --> 02:21:33,090
correctly identifies the nature and name
of the annual report question on
1336
02:21:33,090 --> 02:21:37,141
committee amendment number three is any
objections to the adoption of the
1337
02:21:37,141 --> 02:21:41,760
committee amendment chair here none
committee amendment adopted question on
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1338
02:21:41,760 --> 02:21:48,330
page and third reading House bill 44 all
those in favor signify by I go to pose
1339
02:21:48,330 --> 02:21:53,271
no House bill 44 past third reading
1340
02:21:56,450 --> 02:22:03,750
mr. Blanca to record like to recognize
some visitors in the gallery today is
1341
02:22:03,750 --> 02:22:07,620
guest to represent Gerald Hill we have
the Texas Federation of Business and
1342
02:22:07,620 --> 02:22:11,870
Professional Women's Club who is here
with us
1343
02:22:16,699 --> 02:22:31,590
this guest is representing out grind off
down in Macy Strom burn and it's guest
1344
02:22:31,590 --> 02:22:36,119
to represent aggression we have Marlin
Johnson and Mary Ragsdale and we they
1345
02:22:36,119 --> 02:22:42,920
here celebrating Marla's 26th birthday
good to have you here with us Moreland
1346
02:22:53,840 --> 02:23:01,289
Jerry glad admissible long ago speaker
members I like to request permission to
1347
02:23:01,289 --> 02:23:05,640
introduce a piece of legislation that
has to do with the renovation of our
1348
02:23:05,640 --> 02:23:11,999
state capital members you've heard
emotion all those in favor permission
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1349
02:23:11,999 --> 02:23:27,119
introduced vote aye those opposed vote
no it's a record vote so my score vote
1350
02:23:27,119 --> 02:23:34,920
and I know mr. Novoa
1351
02:23:43,970 --> 02:23:52,119
all murmur voted by all members vote in
1352
02:23:52,689 --> 02:23:59,470
every 134 eyes Section 81 president of
old information introduced is granted
1353
02:23:59,470 --> 02:24:06,170
mr. Denis share right now mr. Hernandez
Thank You mr. speaker members this is a
1354
02:24:06,170 --> 02:24:09,140
bill that would pertain to Bayer County
only it has to do with the district
1355
02:24:09,140 --> 02:24:14,289
courts it's permissive in nature and it
is local in nature to bear County only
1356
02:24:14,289 --> 02:24:18,649
vegetarianism request formation
introduce all those in favor vote aye
1357
02:24:18,649 --> 02:24:25,479
those opposed vote no it's a record vote
Berg Rena bail
1358
02:24:51,061 --> 02:25:01,900
all members voting all members voting
they're being 128 eyes for node1
1359
02:25:01,900 --> 02:25:08,490
president not voting permission is
granted Miss Smith mr. Smith
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1360
02:25:08,490 --> 02:25:13,120
write down miss me Thank You mr. speaker
members I'd like to get permission to
1361
02:25:13,120 --> 02:25:17,261
introduce a bill on debit card abuse
these are these impact machines and
1362
02:25:17,261 --> 02:25:20,771
there's no law or covering them right
now and a request that you allow us to
1363
02:25:20,771 --> 02:25:26,471
introduce this bill there was a question
on permission to introduce all those in
1364
02:25:26,471 --> 02:25:38,051
favor sing about are those opposed vote
no to record vote show miss Palumbo
1365
02:25:38,051 --> 02:25:40,500
voting on
1366
02:25:46,020 --> 02:25:54,750
so mr. Gottesman our boat and I know Mr
Hudson boat and I Dallas all members
1367
02:25:54,750 --> 02:26:04,649
voted so mr. right vote and I they're
being 134 eyes for nose one president I
1368
02:26:04,649 --> 02:26:14,989
voted voting permission to enter these
grand Miss Agnes
1369
02:26:19,219 --> 02:26:23,119
remember while Mr Agnes is coming up
chair would like to make note that
1370
02:26:23,119 --> 02:26:27,379
representing bill president is in the
hospital at st. Davids he's there just
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1371
02:26:27,379 --> 02:26:32,179
for observation he's headed a heart
problem he wanted to check out overnight
1372
02:26:32,179 --> 02:26:39,829
but he's in room 274 said he'd be back
tomorrow here right now Miss Agnes mr.
1373
02:26:39,829 --> 02:26:43,569
speaker members I move to suspend the
five-day posting rules so that
1374
02:26:43,569 --> 02:26:48,649
Environmental Affairs Committee can take
up and consider House bill 201 - we are
1375
02:26:48,649 --> 02:26:53,449
considering a number of redfish bills
this afternoon and this bill was
1376
02:26:53,449 --> 02:26:57,799
referred to the committee too late to be
included in 5-day posting rule your
1377
02:26:57,799 --> 02:27:02,179
demotion any objection to dispensing
other posting ruse chair here's none so
1378
02:27:02,179 --> 02:27:04,209
ordered
1379
02:27:04,270 --> 02:27:12,199
missing this chair recognizes mr. Inglis
for motion their speaker members I move
1380
02:27:12,199 --> 02:27:15,979
to suspend the five-day posting rule in
order that thief waste means
1381
02:27:15,979 --> 02:27:21,619
Subcommittee on revenue can take up and
consider the following bills at 2:30
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1382
02:27:21,619 --> 02:27:36,140
that's coming wednesday the HB 153 289
383 346 962 1122 1735 SB 531 they were
1383
02:27:36,140 --> 02:27:40,100
all laid out last Thursday and through a
clerical error did not get posted
1384
02:27:40,100 --> 02:27:44,989
committee is ready to start to work if
it's within the will of the house maybe
1385
02:27:44,989 --> 02:27:48,079
you've heard the motion is there any
objection to suspension of the posting
1386
02:27:48,079 --> 02:27:57,739
rule chair hearing none so ordered
miss Polk chair right now misspoke mr.
1387
02:27:57,739 --> 02:28:02,119
speaker and members I would like to
suspend the five-day posting rule so
1388
02:28:02,119 --> 02:28:07,279
that human services committee can take
up and consider House bill 1725 that's a
1389
02:28:07,279 --> 02:28:13,189
local bill relating to Harris County and
we'd like to committee consider that
1390
02:28:13,189 --> 02:28:17,239
this afternoon in committee maybe you've
heard the motion there any objection to
1391
02:28:17,239 --> 02:28:25,009
suspension of the posting rule chair
here none so ordered here right now Mr
1392
02:28:25,009 --> 02:28:28,249
Hudson fall motion speaking members I
moved to spend all necessary rules
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1393
02:28:28,249 --> 02:28:30,601
setting
morale and congratulatory calendar fool
1394
02:28:30,601 --> 02:28:35,040
9:00 a.m. Wednesday morning maybe you've
heard emotion there any objections who
1395
02:28:35,040 --> 02:28:39,030
said in resolutions counter for
Wednesday morning chair here done so
1396
02:28:39,030 --> 02:28:47,400
Graham Miss Halliwell remembers the
speaker dis is clear if any of you have
1397
02:28:47,400 --> 02:29:01,710
any announcements please bring them on
up front J right now miss Halliwell s
1398
02:29:01,710 --> 02:29:04,710
speaker I'd like for unanimous consent
for the House Appropriations Committee
1399
02:29:04,710 --> 02:29:09,721
to meet pending referral of bills
members you've heard the motion is there
1400
02:29:09,721 --> 02:29:13,891
any objection
sure here none so ordered chair
1401
02:29:13,891 --> 02:29:22,261
recognize mr. Evans of Harris mr.
speaker and members I just wanted to
1402
02:29:22,261 --> 02:29:26,011
call your attention to the fact that the
University of Houston Phi Slama JAMA
1403
02:29:26,011 --> 02:29:30,511
Cougars did it again and are in the
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final for the NCAA tournament is not
1404
02:29:30,511 --> 02:29:39,301
what want us to wish them all well thank
you miss green apparently you didn't
1405
02:29:39,301 --> 02:29:44,880
have time to add anything to that
chair recognize mr. Hall members in the
1406
02:29:44,880 --> 02:29:50,190
morning at 7:30 we're going to meet in
the house Lounge for our regular prayer
1407
02:29:50,190 --> 02:29:56,000
meeting and we invite and encourage each
of you to be there
1408
02:29:56,000 --> 02:30:01,080
Jerry's not a miscellany for
announcement mr. speaker members state
1409
02:30:01,080 --> 02:30:05,880
affairs committee will reconvene on the
blue laws on so M ones interested well
1410
02:30:05,880 --> 02:30:11,130
reconvene on blue law as soon as the
stations over 20 minutes after stations
1411
02:30:11,130 --> 02:30:14,450
over chair right now mr. Hill
1412
02:30:15,300 --> 02:30:19,449
mr. speaker members I'd love to suspend
all necessary rules in order that
1413
02:30:19,449 --> 02:30:23,770
subcommittees could meet during the time
in command committees while the bills
1414
02:30:23,770 --> 02:30:29,350
are being referred while the house is
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still in session members you've heard
1415
02:30:29,350 --> 02:30:33,040
the motion is there any objection to
suspension of the rules where these
1416
02:30:33,040 --> 02:30:36,939
committees and subcommittees can meet
while the house is still in session
1417
02:30:36,939 --> 02:30:43,290
reading and referral bills is there any
objection Gerry announce order
1418
02:31:02,380 --> 02:31:15,280
mm yeah they were amazing now any
further announcements Brady Clerk sure
1419
02:31:15,280 --> 02:31:22,750
egg now it's reading for members of
Subcommittee on House bill 897 House
1420
02:31:22,750 --> 02:31:27,850
bill 603 in House bill 886 the business
and Commerce Committee meet today upon
1421
02:31:27,850 --> 02:31:31,149
adjournment and in the back hall of the
chamber
1422
02:31:31,149 --> 02:31:37,360
dukey senator House bill 897 House bill
603 in House bill 886 be a formal
1423
02:31:37,360 --> 02:31:42,880
meeting Subcommittee on House bill 914
of the Human Services Committee will
1424
02:31:42,880 --> 02:31:45,670
meet today upon adjournment in the
sergeant's office to consider House bill
1425
02:31:45,670 --> 02:31:51,070
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914 be a formal meeting Subcommittee on
House bill 701 the agriculture and
1426
02:31:51,070 --> 02:31:55,570
livestock committee will meet at 9:00
a.m. tomorrow in room C of the Reagan
1427
02:31:55,570 --> 02:32:00,760
Building to consider House bill 701 be a
formal meeting Subcommittee on property
1428
02:32:00,760 --> 02:32:04,899
and County Council Dean of the Insurance
Committee will meet today upon
1429
02:32:04,899 --> 02:32:09,820
adjournment in the rear hall behind the
chamber to consider House bill 660 to be
1430
02:32:09,820 --> 02:32:14,260
a formal meeting Subcommittee on House
bill 103 of the retirement and aging
1431
02:32:14,260 --> 02:32:18,220
committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the rare hall behind the
1432
02:32:18,220 --> 02:32:24,520
chamber to consider 103 House bill 103
be a formal meeting 7 committee on House
1433
02:32:24,520 --> 02:32:29,740
Bill 1361 liquor regulation committee
will meet today upon adjournment in the
1434
02:32:29,740 --> 02:32:34,570
hall on the rear of the chamber do
consider House bill 1361 and be a formal
1435
02:32:34,570 --> 02:32:39,220
meeting Subcommittee on House bill 493
the liquor regulation committee will
1436
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02:32:39,220 --> 02:32:42,550
meet today upon adjournment in the hall
on the rear of the chamber to consider
1437
02:32:42,550 --> 02:32:46,530
House bill 493 beer formal meeting
1438
02:32:47,910 --> 02:32:51,939
Subcommittee on property tax or the Ways
and Means Committee will meet at 2:30
1439
02:32:51,939 --> 02:32:56,500
p.m. tomorrow in room D of the Reagan
Building do you consider the posted
1440
02:32:56,500 --> 02:32:58,710
bills
1441
02:33:04,590 --> 02:33:11,410
okay Committee on Appropriations I meet
ten minutes after adjournment today
1442
02:33:11,410 --> 02:33:20,290
everyone 309 to consider House bill 409
and be a formal meeting Committee on
1443
02:33:20,290 --> 02:33:24,220
Judicial Affairs will meet 30 minutes
after adjournment today I represented
1444
02:33:24,220 --> 02:33:30,939
two Hannah's office that's room 416 see
be a formal meeting be to consider SCR
1445
02:33:30,939 --> 02:33:37,150
23 September 9 House bill 860 of the
Transportation Committee will meet today
1446
02:33:37,150 --> 02:33:40,630
upon adjournment in the speaker's
committee room to consider Senate bill
1447
02:33:40,630 --> 02:33:47,500
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860 be a formal meeting Subcommittee on
House Bill 781 and the elections
1448
02:33:47,500 --> 02:33:49,870
committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the speaker's committee
1449
02:33:49,870 --> 02:33:56,800
room do you consider House bill 781 a
subcommittee on HB 660 the Langston's
1450
02:33:56,800 --> 02:34:00,280
committee will meet today at Byron
German in the speakers committee room to
1451
02:34:00,280 --> 02:34:05,260
consider House bill 660 Subcommittee on
House bill 416 in the state affairs
1452
02:34:05,260 --> 02:34:07,780
committee will meet today upon
adjournment in the speaker's committee
1453
02:34:07,780 --> 02:34:12,360
room do you consider house bill 416 be a
formal meeting
1454
02:34:21,150 --> 02:34:27,240
the Committee on rules and resolutions
meet today upon adjournment a desk
1455
02:34:27,240 --> 02:34:32,721
number 146 that's representative
Hudson's desk to consider the rule
1456
02:34:32,721 --> 02:34:43,160
resolutions calendar for Wednesday bear
formal meeting any further announcements
1457
02:34:43,431 --> 02:34:49,620
and further down ones discretion moves
the house stands adjourned at 10:00 a.m.
1458
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02:34:49,620 --> 02:34:53,761
in the morning pending reading referral
of bills is there any objection chair
1459
02:34:53,761 --> 02:35:05,521
nothing sorted following bills and
resolutions on first reading reference
1460
02:35:05,521 --> 02:35:07,971
to committee
1461
02:35:59,760 --> 02:36:06,100
SB 144 by Blake an act relating to the
qualifications of the Commissioner of
1462
02:36:06,100 --> 02:36:11,790
mental health and mental retardation
refer to the Committee on Human Services
1463
02:36:16,260 --> 02:36:22,030
SB 180 by Farrah B and I can relate to
the continuation or the fine industrial
1464
02:36:22,030 --> 02:36:29,800
accident board refer to the Committee on
business and commerce SB 216 by Leedom
1465
02:36:29,800 --> 02:36:34,630
an act relating to licenses and permits
and she license fees user fees penalties
1466
02:36:34,630 --> 02:36:38,380
and other charges connected with the
duty services and functions of the Parks
1467
02:36:38,380 --> 02:36:44,380
and Wildlife Department we've heard the
Committee on Environmental Affairs SB
1468
02:36:44,380 --> 02:36:49,000
266 by Parker an act relating to the
housing functions of the Texas
1469
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02:36:49,000 --> 02:36:56,710
Department of Community Affairs refer to
the Committee on urban affairs SB 341 by
1470
02:36:56,710 --> 02:37:00,460
K perdÃ³n an actor etching and
authorizing the Board of Regents Texas
1471
02:37:00,460 --> 02:37:04,240
State University system to replace and
repair of fire damaged structures and
1472
02:37:04,240 --> 02:37:09,479
science at Sam Houston State University
refer to the Committee on Appropriations
1473
02:37:09,510 --> 02:37:16,359
SB 400 by mazi and actually to the limit
relating to the limitation of the use of
1474
02:37:16,359 --> 02:37:21,370
pen registers by the inclusion of pen
registers under article 1820 refer to
1475
02:37:21,370 --> 02:37:26,979
the Committee on criminal jurisprudence
SB 42 by Harris relating to the
1476
02:37:26,979 --> 02:37:31,479
definition of the term bent for purposes
of the penal code prohibitions against
1477
02:37:31,479 --> 02:37:37,890
gambling refer to the Committee on
business and commerce SB 624 by Jones
1478
02:37:37,890 --> 02:37:41,560
relating to supplemental pay for certain
Department of Public Safety Commission
1479
02:37:41,560 --> 02:37:49,030
officers refer to the Committee on law
enforcement SB 637 by Traeger relating
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1480
02:37:49,030 --> 02:37:53,320
to the issuance of warrants to persons
own only certain delinquent taxes refer
1481
02:37:53,320 --> 02:37:59,439
to the Committee on ways and means SB
705 by Brooks relating to a program to
1482
02:37:59,439 --> 02:38:02,800
screen and treat certain young persons
for special senses and communication
1483
02:38:02,800 --> 02:38:08,920
disorders refer to the Committee on
Public Health SB 860 by Traeger
1484
02:38:08,920 --> 02:38:12,670
relating to membership in and benefits
from the Employees Retirement System of
1485
02:38:12,670 --> 02:38:23,859
Texas refer to the Committee on
retirement naging sjr won by Williams
1486
02:38:23,859 --> 02:38:27,370
and sharp proposing a constitutional
amendment to authorize the legislature
1487
02:38:27,370 --> 02:38:32,109
to exempt from taxation the property of
certain veterans organizations refer to
1488
02:38:32,109 --> 02:38:43,659
the Committee on ways and means SCR 53
by Brown & Sharpe designating March 22nd
1489
02:38:43,659 --> 02:38:49,439
1993 as Missouri County Day refer to the
Committee on rules and resolutions
1490
02:38:57,850 --> 02:39:04,069
hr:167 by Delco relating to adequate and
appropriate representation of higher
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1491
02:39:04,069 --> 02:39:07,189
education faculty from the traditional
disciplines of the sciences and liberal
1492
02:39:07,189 --> 02:39:16,069
arts refer to the Committee on higher
education hr:168 by Delco recommends to
1493
02:39:16,069 --> 02:39:20,420
the Texas Education Agency that future
appointments to advisory committees we
1494
02:39:20,420 --> 02:39:24,830
chose them by considering representation
of higher education faculty refer to the
1495
02:39:24,830 --> 02:39:31,819
Committee on public education hr:178 by
Evans of Tarrant creating an interim
1496
02:39:31,819 --> 02:39:35,330
committee to study the need to license
and establish educational standards for
1497
02:39:35,330 --> 02:39:41,989
radiologic technologists refer the
Committee on Public Health hr:183 by
1498
02:39:41,989 --> 02:39:46,369
armbrister congratulating the Victoria
High School girls basketball team refer
1499
02:39:46,369 --> 02:39:51,609
to the Committee on rules and
resolutions hr:184 by Shea
1500
02:39:51,609 --> 02:39:55,790
congratulating the Nimitz High School
girls basketball team referred the
1501
02:39:55,790 --> 02:40:01,369
Committee on rules and resolutions
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hr:185 by Shea congratulating the
1502
02:40:01,369 --> 02:40:04,729
MacArthur High School boys basketball
team referred the Committee on rules and
1503
02:40:04,729 --> 02:40:11,359
resolutions hr:186 by kemple
congratulating the Comfort High School
1504
02:40:11,359 --> 02:40:15,699
girls basketball team refer to the
Committee on rules and resolutions
1505
02:40:15,699 --> 02:40:22,609
hr:187 by a Smith congratulating dr.
Kathryn Atkinson bail refer to the
1506
02:40:22,609 --> 02:40:27,020
Committee on rules and resolutions HR
188
1507
02:40:27,020 --> 02:40:36,170
and delay be resolved at March 29th 1983
be they've designated Fort Benton County
1508
02:40:36,170 --> 02:40:41,859
day refer to the Committee on rules and
resolutions 8 CR 137 my Evans of Tarrant
1509
02:40:41,859 --> 02:40:46,189
granting Prudential Insurance Company
permissions to the state refer to the
1510
02:40:46,189 --> 02:40:52,640
Committee on judicial affairs 8 CR 138
by Evans of Tarrant granting John Farrow
1511
02:40:52,640 --> 02:40:56,529
permissions to the state refer to the
Committee on judicial affairs
1512
02:40:56,529 --> 02:41:05,479
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HCR 139 by Tejeda recognizing Tejano
kanuto music week in Texas
1513
02:41:05,479 --> 02:41:09,640
refer to the Committee on culture and
historical resources
1514
02:41:10,369 --> 02:41:16,189
I'm ready for the HP's now there was
1515
02:41:26,990 --> 02:41:33,569
HB 1851 by Messer relating to an
employee's rights to notice an appeal of
1516
02:41:33,569 --> 02:41:37,260
an unemployment compensation award refer
to the Committee on business and
1517
02:41:37,260 --> 02:41:43,800
commerce HB 1852 by Messer relating to
workers compensation insurance coverage
1518
02:41:43,800 --> 02:41:50,090
refer to the Committee on business and
commerce HB 1853 by Messer and woolens
1519
02:41:50,090 --> 02:41:54,779
relating to the regulation of monopolies
contracts combinations and conspiracies
1520
02:41:54,779 --> 02:41:59,069
in restraint of trade or commerce refer
to the Committee on business and
1521
02:41:59,069 --> 02:42:06,300
commerce HB 1854 by the Elco relating to
increasing the Student Union fee and
1522
02:42:06,300 --> 02:42:10,410
abolishing the hospital fee at the
University of Texas at Austin refer to
1523
02:42:10,410 --> 02:42:17,640
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the Committee on Higher Education
HB 1855 by Delco and G Hill relating to
1524
02:42:17,640 --> 02:42:21,000
local participation in the planning of
new state buildings refer to the
1525
02:42:21,000 --> 02:42:27,750
Committee on state affairs
HB 1856 by Delco relating to grievance
1526
02:42:27,750 --> 02:42:33,870
procedures for state employees refer to
the Committee on state affairs HB 1857
1527
02:42:33,870 --> 02:42:39,270
by Delco relating to grievance
procedures for state employees refer to
1528
02:42:39,270 --> 02:42:51,420
the Committee on state affairs HB 1858
by the Harrison amending chapter 50 and
1529
02:42:51,420 --> 02:42:54,540
the Texas Water code relating to the
terms of office of directors of general
1530
02:42:54,540 --> 02:43:01,740
law of districts refer to the Committee
on Natural Resources HB 1859 by Cori
1531
02:43:01,740 --> 02:43:06,029
relating to the eligibility to adopt a
child refer to the Committee on
1532
02:43:06,029 --> 02:43:12,630
judiciary HB 1860 by Cori relating to
grounds for termination or the
1533
02:43:12,630 --> 02:43:21,020
parent-child relationship refer to the
Committee on judiciary HB 1861 by Clark
1534
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02:43:21,020 --> 02:43:25,170
relating to the creation organization
powers duties and financing of certain
1535
02:43:25,170 --> 02:43:31,020
municipal power agencies refer to the
Committee on state affairs HB 1862 by
1536
02:43:31,020 --> 02:43:34,439
price and others relating to the
creation of the county court of
1537
02:43:34,439 --> 02:43:38,820
Jefferson County refer to the Committee
on judicial affairs
1538
02:43:38,820 --> 02:43:43,870
HP 1863 by Willis relating to the
coverage of certain persons under the
1539
02:43:43,870 --> 02:43:50,650
state employees insurance plan referred
the Committee on the insurance HB 1864
1540
02:43:50,650 --> 02:43:53,350
by a Messer
relating to adoption of a non
1541
02:43:53,350 --> 02:43:57,460
substantive provision of this statute
trillion to property refer to the
1542
02:43:57,460 --> 02:44:04,750
Committee on Judicial Affairs HB 1865 by
Smith of Dallas relating to an
1543
02:44:04,750 --> 02:44:07,800
appropriation to pay a claim and
judgment against the state of Texas
1544
02:44:07,800 --> 02:44:15,189
refer to the Committee on Appropriations
HB 1866 by Shea relating to contracts
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1545
02:44:15,189 --> 02:44:18,850
leases and other arrangements for the
use and occupancy of airport property in
1546
02:44:18,850 --> 02:44:23,050
turn into by joint boards under the
municipal airport sacked refer to the
1547
02:44:23,050 --> 02:44:28,960
Committee on urban affairs HB 1867 by
Robinette relating to the registration
1548
02:44:28,960 --> 02:44:32,740
of a securities dealer agent or salesman
refer to the Committee on financial
1549
02:44:32,740 --> 02:44:39,700
institutions HB 1869 by rob net relating
to an exemption from sales and use taxes
1550
02:44:39,700 --> 02:44:44,650
for gold silver and then coins and
platinum gold and silver bullion refer
1551
02:44:44,650 --> 02:44:52,330
to the Committee on ways and means HB
1870 my main concern and to a
1552
02:44:52,330 --> 02:44:56,200
requirement that a defendant notify the
state of his intent to offer the alibi
1553
02:44:56,200 --> 02:45:02,380
defense we've heard the Committee on
criminal jurisprudence HB 1871 by
1554
02:45:02,380 --> 02:45:07,870
Olivera relating to the coastal waterway
act of 1975 referred the committee on
1555
02:45:07,870 --> 02:45:14,229
transportation HB 1872 by barrientos
relating to provision of dental coverage
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1556
02:45:14,229 --> 02:45:18,160
under the state employee uniform
insurance program referred the Committee
1557
02:45:18,160 --> 02:45:24,670
on insurance HB 1873 by Ron Hale
relating to the powers of a temporary
1558
02:45:24,670 --> 02:45:37,930
managing conservatorship of a child
refer the Committee on judiciary HB 1874
1559
02:45:37,930 --> 02:45:41,500
by ikan Berg relating to the duty of a
city to maintain or improve certain
1560
02:45:41,500 --> 02:45:46,960
property dedicated to public use refer
to the Committee on urban affairs HB
1561
02:45:46,960 --> 02:45:50,590
1875 by gosht White's
relating to a report of the seizure of
1562
02:45:50,590 --> 02:45:53,770
illicit beverages
refer to the Committee on liquor
1563
02:45:53,770 --> 02:46:00,430
regulation HB 1876 by Laini related to
filing the annual report of the Texas
1564
02:46:00,430 --> 02:46:05,619
Alcoholic Beverage Commission referred
the Committee on liquor regulation HB
1565
02:46:05,619 --> 02:46:10,779
1877 by Luna relating to the contents of
a wine and beer retailers permit and a
1566
02:46:10,779 --> 02:46:16,180
realist dealer's premise license
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referred the Committee on liquor
1567
02:46:16,180 --> 02:46:22,930
regulation HB 1878 by Jackson and others
relating to the creation of the Texas
1568
02:46:22,930 --> 02:46:26,170
State Science and Technology Museum
referred the Committee on culture and
1569
02:46:26,170 --> 02:46:32,109
historical resources HB 1879 by Jackson
relating to the mailing of property tax
1570
02:46:32,109 --> 02:46:35,229
matters by property owners and the
collection of delinquent property taxes
1571
02:46:35,229 --> 02:46:43,209
refer to the Committee on ways and means
HB 1891 by Ballmer and Buchanan relating
1572
02:46:43,209 --> 02:46:46,390
to the creation of a program in which
the state of Texas would participate in
1573
02:46:46,390 --> 02:46:50,350
the construction of specific reservoir
projects referred the Committee on
1574
02:46:50,350 --> 02:46:56,499
Natural Resources HB 1882 by Russell
relating to the repeal of the state law
1575
02:46:56,499 --> 02:47:00,609
providing that no persons other than an
electro resident may be appointed to any
1576
02:47:00,609 --> 02:47:04,239
office by the governing body of a
general law city refer the Committee on
1577
02:47:04,239 --> 02:47:09,999
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urban affairs HB 1893 by right relating
to reimbursement of expenses in
1578
02:47:09,999 --> 02:47:13,390
connection with certain probate
proceedings refer to the Committee on
1579
02:47:13,390 --> 02:47:19,539
judicial affairs HB 1894 by right
relating to certain proceedings under
1580
02:47:19,539 --> 02:47:25,659
the Texas probate code refer to the
Committee on judicial affairs HB 1885
1581
02:47:25,659 --> 02:47:29,800
vice-leader defining water and sewer
utilities and providing for the
1582
02:47:29,800 --> 02:47:36,760
regulation declaring an emergency refer
the Committee on state affairs HB 1886
1583
02:47:36,760 --> 02:47:40,659
by Evans of Harris relating to allowing
the electronic transmission of the
1584
02:47:40,659 --> 02:47:45,010
transcription of court proceedings to an
appellate court refer to the Committee
1585
02:47:45,010 --> 02:47:51,579
on judicial affairs HB 1897 by Hall of
Denton relating to the regulation of the
1586
02:47:51,579 --> 02:47:54,760
care and treatment of animals and
commercial kennels refer the Committee
1587
02:47:54,760 --> 02:48:01,689
on state affairs HB 1888 by Hill and
others relating to state reimbursement
1588
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02:48:01,689 --> 02:48:04,930
of cities for the cost of cities incur
and providing certain services to the
1589
02:48:04,930 --> 02:48:09,581
state
refer the Committee on state affairs HB
1590
02:48:09,581 --> 02:48:15,791
1889 by G Hill relating to the sale of
beer by general local or branch
1591
02:48:15,791 --> 02:48:22,171
distributors refer the Committee on
liquor regulation HB 1890 by G Hill
1592
02:48:22,171 --> 02:48:25,841
relating to limits on political
contributions involving certain judicial
1593
02:48:25,841 --> 02:48:33,101
offices refer to the Committee on
elections HB 1891 by G Hill relating to
1594
02:48:33,101 --> 02:48:36,280
withholding the certificate of
completion of a student who has not
1595
02:48:36,280 --> 02:48:41,110
fulfilled his financial obligation to a
school refer to the Committee on higher
1596
02:48:41,110 --> 02:48:47,110
education
HB 1892 by G Hill relating to refund and
1597
02:48:47,110 --> 02:48:51,911
tuition and fees on this continuation of
a proprietary school course refer to the
1598
02:48:51,911 --> 02:48:53,650
committee
refer to the Committee on Higher
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1599
02:48:53,650 --> 02:49:00,851
Education HB 1893 by G Hill relating to
the creation and enforcement of liens on
1600
02:49:00,851 --> 02:49:06,030
motor boats and outboard motors refer to
the Committee on financial institutions
1601
02:49:06,030 --> 02:49:12,251
HB 1894 by G Hill relating to abandoned
motor vehicles refer to the Committee on
1602
02:49:12,251 --> 02:49:20,021
business and commerce HB 1895 by G Hill
related to grievance procedures for
1603
02:49:20,021 --> 02:49:23,530
certain employees of institutions of
higher education refer to the Committee
1604
02:49:23,530 --> 02:49:29,921
on state affairs HB 1896 by G Hill
relating to certain policies of
1605
02:49:29,921 --> 02:49:33,150
proprietary schools for refunding
student tuition fees and other charges
1606
02:49:33,150 --> 02:49:36,900
referred the Committee on Higher
Education
1607
02:49:41,161 --> 02:49:48,610
HB 1897 by Hanna relating to requiring
manifest for all tanker vehicles refer
1608
02:49:48,610 --> 02:49:57,190
the Committee on energy HB 1898 by Lee
relating to certain loans made by an
1609
02:49:57,190 --> 02:50:00,881
industrial and development corporation
refer to the Committee on business and
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1610
02:50:00,881 --> 02:50:06,431
commerce HB 1899 by Messer relating to
public school finance
1611
02:50:06,431 --> 02:50:12,701
refer to the Committee on public
education HB 1900 by Hudson of Dallas
1612
02:50:12,701 --> 02:50:17,081
relating to compensation of a deputy
sheriff referred the Committee on law
1613
02:50:17,081 --> 02:50:22,601
enforcement
HP 1901 by barrientos relating to the
1614
02:50:22,601 --> 02:50:26,050
liability of a landlord who does not
return or properly account for a tenant
1615
02:50:26,050 --> 02:50:32,021
security deposit conferred the Committee
on business and commerce HB 1902 by
1616
02:50:32,021 --> 02:50:36,250
Keller relating to the exemption of
certain peace officers from regulation
1617
02:50:36,250 --> 02:50:40,061
under the Private Investigators and
private security agencies Act referred
1618
02:50:40,061 --> 02:50:46,240
the Committee on law enforcement HB 1903
by Shaw relating to the authorization of
1619
02:50:46,240 --> 02:50:49,900
cities County school districts
conservation and reclamation districts
1620
02:50:49,900 --> 02:50:52,660
know the political subdivision of the
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state of Texas to enter into contracts
1621
02:50:52,660 --> 02:50:56,680
for the use acquisition or purchase of
property refer to the Committee on state
1622
02:50:56,680 --> 02:51:02,620
affairs HB 1904 by Polk relating to
refunding bonds of school districts
1623
02:51:02,620 --> 02:51:08,641
refer to the Committee on public
education HB 1905 by Polk and others
1624
02:51:08,641 --> 02:51:12,550
relating to limiting the percentage of
school districts that may receive state
1625
02:51:12,550 --> 02:51:19,080
equalization aid referred the Committee
on public education HB 1906 by Polk
1626
02:51:19,080 --> 02:51:23,021
relate to creation of the Capitol
Complex Commission refer to the
1627
02:51:23,021 --> 02:51:29,320
Committee on state affairs HB 1907 by
Polk relating to the creation of a
1628
02:51:29,320 --> 02:51:35,430
legislative ethics Advisory Committee
referred the Committee on state affairs
1629
02:51:37,800 --> 02:51:42,970
HB 1908 by Polk relating to the
employment of professional nurses who
1630
02:51:42,970 --> 02:51:46,240
are illegal aliens referred the
Committee on labor and employment
1631
02:51:46,240 --> 02:51:52,660
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relations HB 1909 by styles relating to
the location of flood prone areas of
1632
02:51:52,660 --> 02:51:56,980
solid waste facilities or injection
wells for disposal disposal of hazardous
1633
02:51:56,980 --> 02:52:02,680
or industrial solid waste we've heard
the Committee on state affairs HB 1910
1634
02:52:02,680 --> 02:52:07,601
by Bush relating to joint managing
children refer to the Committee on
1635
02:52:07,601 --> 02:52:12,670
judiciary
HB 1911 by Pat Rinella relating to the
1636
02:52:12,670 --> 02:52:16,210
regulation of the care and treatment of
animals and boarding or riding stables
1637
02:52:16,210 --> 02:52:22,601
refer to the Committee on state affairs
HB 1912 by English relating to an
1638
02:52:22,601 --> 02:52:26,650
increase in the Student Union fee at the
University of Texas at Arlington further
1639
02:52:26,650 --> 02:52:31,480
the Committee on Higher Education
HB 1913 by Parker
1640
02:52:31,480 --> 02:52:34,870
relating to the allotment of education
program personnel units for certain
1641
02:52:34,870 --> 02:52:40,510
school districts refer to the Committee
on public education HB 1914 by Kemp
1642
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02:52:40,510 --> 02:52:44,500
related to penalties for tampering with
oil and gas wells refer to the Committee
1643
02:52:44,500 --> 02:52:50,230
on Energy HB 1916 by Simpson authorizing
and limiting investments of Texas
1644
02:52:50,230 --> 02:52:55,690
insurance companies except those writing
life health and accident insurance refer
1645
02:52:55,690 --> 02:53:02,290
to the Committee on insurance HB 1917 by
Simpson authorizing and limiting
1646
02:53:02,290 --> 02:53:06,760
investments of Texas life health or
accident insurance refer the Committee
1647
02:53:06,760 --> 02:53:13,360
on insurance HB 1918 by Blanton and
Shaye relating to the reorganization of
1648
02:53:13,360 --> 02:53:17,110
the Dallas County Municipal Utility
District number 1 refer to the Committee
1649
02:53:17,110 --> 02:53:24,300
on county affairs HB 1919 by Shaw
related to the purchase of handguns
1650
02:53:24,300 --> 02:53:31,300
referred to Committee on law enforcement
HB 1920 by Shaw relating to the
1651
02:53:31,300 --> 02:53:37,500
definition of gas utility refer to the
Committee on Energy HB 1921 by Presnell
1652
02:53:37,500 --> 02:53:42,340
relating to exempting certain agencies
and services of the Texas A&M University
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1653
02:53:42,340 --> 02:53:49,540
System refer to the Committee on state
affairs HB 1922 by Presnell relating to
1654
02:53:49,540 --> 02:53:52,630
credit and the Teachers Retirement
System of Texas refer to the committee
1655
02:53:52,630 --> 02:53:59,021
refer to the Committee on retirement
aging thanks B 1923 by Presnell relating
1656
02:53:59,021 --> 02:54:04,570
to campaign reporting and Disclosure
refer to the Committee on elections HB
1657
02:54:04,570 --> 02:54:09,311
1924 by Presnell relating to certain
veterinary medical malpractice
1658
02:54:09,311 --> 02:54:13,650
protection refer to the Committee on
Higher Education
1659
02:54:13,650 --> 02:54:18,720
HB 1925 by Luna relating to the
authority of certain cities to provide
1660
02:54:18,720 --> 02:54:23,920
automobile liability insurance for peace
officers and firefighters refer to the
1661
02:54:23,920 --> 02:54:30,370
Committee on urban affairs HB 1926 by
Palumbo and Luna relating to this
1662
02:54:30,370 --> 02:54:34,061
annexation of territory within certain
junior college districts refer to the
1663
02:54:34,061 --> 02:54:38,730
Committee on higher education
HB 1927 by Tejeda
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1664
02:54:38,730 --> 02:54:44,800
relating to the execution of bail bonds
and the meteor forfeited bail bonds
1665
02:54:44,800 --> 02:54:48,600
refer the Committee on Judicial Affairs
1666
02:54:49,680 --> 02:54:55,270
HB 1928 by Tejeda relating to payroll
deductions for governmental employees
1667
02:54:55,270 --> 02:54:58,720
for membership dues and employee
associations refer to the Committee on
1668
02:54:58,720 --> 02:55:04,930
state affairs HB 1929 by Tejeda
relating to standards for fire
1669
02:55:04,930 --> 02:55:08,520
protection in certain cities refer to
the Committee on urban affairs
1670
02:55:08,520 --> 02:55:16,270
HB 1930 by Tejeda and Gomez relating to
IHS school districts refer to the
1671
02:55:16,270 --> 02:55:22,869
Committee on Public Education HB 1931 by
Tejeda and Gomez relating to school
1672
02:55:22,869 --> 02:55:26,199
district state equalization aid
entitlement refer to the Committee on
1673
02:55:26,199 --> 02:55:32,439
public education HB 1932 by Tejeda and
Gomez relating to loans for a
1674
02:55:32,439 --> 02:55:35,859
construction of improvement of public
school facilities refer to the Committee
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1675
02:55:35,859 --> 02:55:45,039
on public education HB 1933 by gloss
Brenner relating to appeals of suits
1676
02:55:45,039 --> 02:55:50,500
affecting the parent-child relationship
referred the Committee on judiciary HB
1677
02:55:50,500 --> 02:55:54,939
1934 by Martinez of Harris relating to
the duties of the judges of certain
1678
02:55:54,939 --> 02:56:00,430
municipal courts of record refer to
Committee on judicial affairs HB 1936 by
1679
02:56:00,430 --> 02:56:04,149
Kubiak relating to the licensing of
veterinarians in Texas
1680
02:56:04,149 --> 02:56:10,689
refer to the Committee on agriculture
and livestock HB 1941 by price really
1681
02:56:10,689 --> 02:56:14,020
into a state Equal Employment
Opportunity Program refer to the
1682
02:56:14,020 --> 02:56:19,630
Committee on state affairs HB 1942 by
English relating to the sale of
1683
02:56:19,630 --> 02:56:23,050
alcoholic beverages near a public school
refer to the Committee on liquor
1684
02:56:23,050 --> 02:56:29,680
regulation HB 1943 by Gilley relating to
the creation of a criminal offense for
1685
02:56:29,680 --> 02:56:34,329
the use of investment of income derived
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from organized criminal activity refer
1686
02:56:34,329 --> 02:56:40,710
to the Committee on criminal
jurisprudence HB 1944 by J Gibson
1687
02:56:40,710 --> 02:56:45,369
relating to the disbursement of family
practice residency funds referred the
1688
02:56:45,369 --> 02:56:47,970
Committee on Higher Education
1689
02:56:50,189 --> 02:56:54,789
HB 1945 by Oliver
relating to data collected under the
1690
02:56:54,789 --> 02:56:57,069
authority of the Texas cancer Control
Act
1691
02:56:57,069 --> 02:57:03,039
refer to the Committee on Public Health
HB 1946 by Oliver relating to the
1692
02:57:03,039 --> 02:57:06,189
restoration of citizenship rights to
persons whence commission of a felony in
1693
02:57:06,189 --> 02:57:11,649
a court of this state refer to the
Committee on state affairs HB 1947 by
1694
02:57:11,649 --> 02:57:15,550
Waldrop relating to an extension of the
jurisdiction of the Texas Youth Council
1695
02:57:15,550 --> 02:57:20,069
to a person under the age of 21 refer to
the Committee on criminal jurisprudence
1696
02:57:20,069 --> 02:57:25,479
HB 1948 by Waldrop relating to the
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authority of a county to adopt zoning
1697
02:57:25,479 --> 02:57:29,560
and building construction ordinances for
the areas around lakes refer to the
1698
02:57:29,560 --> 02:57:35,680
Committee on county affairs HB 1949 by
Waldrip relating to the disposition of
1699
02:57:35,680 --> 02:57:38,470
certain children and delinquency
proceedings and the periods of
1700
02:57:38,470 --> 02:57:42,939
commitment of those children refer to
the Committee on judiciary last but not
1701
02:57:42,939 --> 02:57:47,470
least HB 1950 by Craddock relating the
method of sale and bonus of royalty bids
1702
02:57:47,470 --> 02:57:51,699
for oil and gas leases on permanent
University fund lands by the board for
1703
02:57:51,699 --> 02:58:02,979
lease of university lands we've heard
the Committee on Energy pursuant to
1704
02:58:02,979 --> 02:58:06,100
motion previously adopted the house
stands adjourned until 10:00 a.m.
1705
02:58:06,100 --> 02:58:09,510
Tuesday morning
1706
03:14:03,329 --> 03:14:05,389
you
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